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This research presents several innovations in industrial process model-
ing and monitoring with the purpose of better controlling the process.
In semiconductor manufacturing industry, people show increased in-
terested in thermal modeling of Low-Pressure Chemical Vapor Deposition
(LPCVD) processes in order to understand the process better and get tighter
control of film uniformity. Research in this area has resulted in several first-
principles models. However, the common drawback of these models is that
they are more academically-oriented than industrial-oriented, i.e., the inten-
sive computation makes them very difficult to be applied online in order to
meet the high-volume manufacturing needs. In this dissertation, a first princi-
ples transformed linear model is developed for the LPCVD process to address
drawbacks of existing thermal models and facilitate its industrial implemen-
tation. The proposed model accurately predicts wafer temperatures using the
vii
furnace wall temperatures, and it can be solved using a direct algorithm in
only a few seconds. The simplicity of the model form and the fast algorithm
make the model desirable for real-time updating and control of industrial scale
furnaces.
In process industry, many control loops perform poorly due to reasons
such as bad tuning or equipment problems. Among them, valve stiction is
one of the most common equipment problems. Although there has been many
attempts to understand and model valve stiction, those models are either phys-
ical models which are not practical to use, or empirical models but with rather
complicated logic which make them difficult to understand and implement. In
this work, a new valve stiction model is proposed with simple structure and
straightforward logic which make it easy to implement. Furthermore, several
published valve stiction detection techniques are reviewed. The inconsistency
of Horch’s first method is theoretically analyzed and illustrated by a simulated
example. A new valve stiction detection method is proposed based on curve-
fitting for both self-regulating and integrating processes. The new method
shows superior performance to other existing methods.
Fault diagnosis plays an important role in supervision and maintenance
of chemical processes in an effort to isolate the root cause once a fault is de-
tected. The well known fault diagnosis approaches, i.e., contribution plots
based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Partial Least Squares
(PLS) models, may not explicitly identify the cause of an abnormal condi-
tion, and sometimes may lead to incorrect conclusions. In this work, a new
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fault diagnosis method using fault directions in Fisher Discriminant Analysis
(FDA) is developed in attempt to provide a better solution than the traditional
contribution plot based on PCA. Besides, a new process monitoring method
is proposed which consists of data pre-analysis, fault visualization and fault
diagnosis. In both simulation example and a film industrial example, the con-
tribution plots proposed based on fault directions in pair-wise FDA shows
superior capability for fault diagnosis to the contribution plots method based
on PCA.
In today’s chemical industry, massive amount of data are easily avail-
able in computer controlled processes. But at the same time, the visualization
of high dimensional data has been difficult. The dramatically increased com-
puting power has not been utilized to improve the situation in industry. In
this work, the commonly used visualization techniques, usually applied to rel-
atively small static systems, are evaluated in the context of large dynamic
systems. A general framework of hierarchical visualization is proposed and
several multivariate visualization methods are developed in this work. The
performance of PCA, PLS, Class Preserving Projection (CPP), FDA and two
proposed approaches based on Support Vector Machines (SVM) are compared
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Dissertation Outline
Process control and process monitoring as the two complementary parts
of modern control systems have gone through tremendous development in the
past a few decades and become more and more popular in industrial appli-
cations. Arguably, mathematical system theory is one of the most significant
achievements of twentieth-century science, but its practical impact is only as
important as the benefits it can bring [33] and there are many gaps between
theories and practical applications. This dissertation has been trying to fill
some of these gaps.
Since Kalman introduced the state-space representation and laid the
foundation for state-space based optimal filtering and optimal control theory
around 1960, different types of model-based control design techniques have
been developed, with linear quadratic (LQ) optimal control as the corner-
stone [32]. As revealed by its name, process model is the foundation of the
model-based control methods. Although adaptive control, robust control tech-
niques are developed to address the issue of process-model mismatch, a model
structure or an initial model which is within certain uncertainty range is still
required. With the application of the advanced control techniques to large
1
and complex systems, such as microelectronics manufacturing processes and
pharmaceutical processes, people often find that lack of a feasible model is
usually the “bottleneck” for control performance of industrial processes, and
believe that improving understanding of the process and building fundamen-
tal process models for use in control would have a much larger impact on
controlling the process than would efforts focused on improving control pa-
rameter optimization techniques or incorporating more complex algorithms
to control [9]. However, even for the cases where accurate models are avail-
able, there are times that the required computation is too intensive for online
application, and other times that algorithms are so complicated that imple-
mentation becomes a hinderance. This is the case for the thermal modeling of
low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) furnace where most existing
models take hours to get a converged solution and the models consist of hun-
dreds of partial and ordinary differential equations. My work in this subject
resulted in a first principles transformed linear model which takes seconds to
solve with a direct algorithm [40–43]. Another example is the modeling of
valve stiction where physical models are not practical because of the difficulty
of obtaining some of the model parameters. Although there are a couple of
empirical data-driven models developed recently, their model structure and
logic are rather complicated, making them difficult to implement. This issue
is addressed by the proposed new valve stiction model in this work [44, 45].
Furthermore, based on the understanding of the characteristics of valve stic-
tion, a curve fitting method is developed to detect valve stiction for both
2
self-regulating and integrating processes.
For process monitoring, up until the late 1980′s, traditional fault de-
tection and identification methods were based on a mathematical model of
the system. Since then, the process control community began to investigate
the use of multivariate statistics for process monitoring, and statistical process
monitoring (SPM) has become one of the most active research areas in last
decade [80]. To overcome the shortcomings of univariate Statistical Process
Control (SPC) charts, multivariate statistical methods, such as principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA) and partial least squares (PLS), have been applied to
generate SPC charts for fault detection. Because of the data-based nature of
the SPM methods, it is relatively easy to apply to processes of rather large scale
comparing to other methods based on systems theory or rigorous process mod-
els. Today, SPM has found wide applications in different industrial processes,
especially for fault detection. After a fault has been detected, it is highly
desirable to isolate the root cause of the fault, especially for complex process
which has very large number of variables. However, the well known fault di-
agnosis approaches, i.e., contribution plots based on PCA and PLS models,
may not explicitly identify the cause of an abnormal condition, and some-
times may lead to incorrect conclusions. In this work, a new fault diagnosis
method using fault directions in Fisher discriminant analysis is developed in
order to provide a better solution than the traditional contribution plot based
on PCA [46–48]. On the other hand, the visualization of the dynamic behavior
of complex processes using high dimensional data has been quite difficult and
3
largely unsolved issue, and not much effort has appeared in this area. In this
dissertation, a general framework of hierarchical visualization is proposed and
several multivariate visualization methods are developed for SPM [38, 39].
To summarize, this dissertation focuses on developing industrial process
modeling and monitoring techniques with four major parts:
In Chapter 2, a new thermal model is developed to predict wafer tem-
peratures within a hot-wall Low Pressure Chemical Vapor Deposition (LPCVD)
furnace using the furnace wall temperatures as measured by thermocouples.
Model predictions show excellent agreement with experimental data. Based
on an energy balance of the furnace system, this model is a transformed lin-
ear model which captures the nonlinear relationship between the furnace wall
temperature distribution and the wafer temperature distribution. The model
can be solved with a direct algorithm instead of iterative algorithms which are
used in all other existing thermal models. Since the direct algorithm is non-
iterative, there is no convergence problem, nor local minima problem related
to nonlinear optimization. In addition, the direct algorithm greatly reduces
the computation effort. Configuration factors are calculated by a finite area to
finite area method, which avoids numerical integration methods that are much
more difficult to implement and require more computation. The simplicity of
the model form and the fast algorithm make the model desirable for real-time
updating and control.
Chapter 3 reviews several published valve stiction models and presents
a new valve stiction model which has a simple structure and straightforward
4
logic. Furthermore, several published valve stiction detection techniques are
reviewed. The inconsistency of Horch’s first method is theoretically analyzed
and illustrated by a simulated example. A new valve stiction detection method
is proposed and its theoretical analysis is presented. Stiction index (SI) is
introduced based on the proposed method to facilitate the automation of the
method. Superior performance of the proposed method is demonstrated using
both simulated and industrial examples.
Chapter 4 presents a new process monitoring method which is com-
posed of three parts: (i) a pre-analysis step that first roughly identifies various
clusters in a historical data set and then precisely isolates normal and abnormal
data clusters by the k-means clustering method; (ii) a fault visualization step
that visualizes high-dimensional data in 2-D space by performing global Fisher
discriminant analysis (FDA), and (iii) a new fault diagnosis method based on
fault directions in pair-wise FDA. A simulation example is used to demon-
strate the performance of the proposed fault diagnosis method. An industrial
film process is used to illustrate a realistic scenario for data pre-analysis, fault
visualization and fault diagnosis. In both examples, the contribution plots
method based on fault directions in pair-wise FDA shows superior capability
for fault diagnosis to the contribution plots method based on PCA.
Multivariate visualization techniques have been developed in the fields
of statistics, artificial intelligence and computer graphics and have been widely
used in these fields as fundamental tools to allow human eyes to detect special
structures in data. In Chapter 5, the commonly used visualization techniques,
5
usually applied to relatively small static systems, are evaluated in the context
of large dynamic systems. In general, people are interested in the visualization
of the static properties (such as outliers, clusters and variable correlations) and
dynamic properties (such as process drifts, shifts and oscillations) which can
be visualized either in the original variable space or in the transformed space.
For the visualization of dynamic properties in the high dimensional original
space, Dynamic Parallel Coordinates (DPC) is proposed; variable grouping is
introduced to reduce clutter in handling large data sets and hierarchical visu-
alization scheme is proposed to provide a general framework for visualization
and exploration of large multivariate data sets. For class visualization in the
transformed space, principal component analysis (PCA), partial least squares
(PLS) and class-preserving projection (CPP) are evaluated. It is demonstrated
that some commonly used classification methods such as Fisher discriminant
analysis (FDA) and support vector machines (SVM) can be tailored for high
dimension class visualization. A binary-tree approach and a cross-selection
approach are proposed based on SVM. The performance of PCA, PLS, CPP,
FDA and two approaches based on SVM are compared using an industrial
data set.
The last part of this dissertation summarizes the major contributions
of this work and gives suggestions on future directions.
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Chapter 2
Computationally Efficient Modeling of Wafer
Temperatures in an LPCVD Furnace
2.1 Introduction
Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) is one of several film deposition
techniques which are used extensively in the fabrication of microelectronics
devices. CVD has become extremely popular and is the preferred deposition
method for a wide range of materials [10], especially for the deposition of insu-
lating and semiconducting films. Compared to other film formation methods,
CVD offers excellent control of film structure and composition, reasonable
deposition rates, and good step coverage [49]. Step coverage is a particular
concern with submicron technologies where very small contacts are needed for
the coverage of high aspect ratio features. Low Pressure CVD (LPCVD) re-
actors deposit polycrystalline and amorphous films at moderate temperature
(400 to 650 oC) and low pressure (0.2 to 2 Torr). These films are deposited
on the epitaxial substrate and patterned to form various circuit structures.
LPCVD reactors can be divided into hot and cold wall systems. Hot-wall
systems have the advantages of uniform temperature distribution and high
throughput—more than one hundred wafers can be deposited simultaneously.
Virtually all polycrystalline silicon and a considerable amount of dielectric
7
deposition are done in hot-wall systems.
The uniformity and deposition rate are key factors for the successful
operation of LPCVD and can be controlled by manipulating the heat and
mass transfer process occurring in the reactor. To achieve reasonable deposi-
tion uniformity, hot-wall multiwafer LPCVD reactors are usually operated in
the reaction rate limited region, requiring excellent temperature control and
temperature uniformity. Gas flow dynamics are negligible in this situation.
Badgwell et al. [4] show that wafer-to-wafer deviations in average growth rate
correlate very well with wafer-to-wafer deviations in average wafer tempera-
ture. It appears that the key to improving film uniformity is to provide the
wafers with a uniform thermal environment. In this sense, thermal modeling
plays a key role in the modeling and control of the hot-wall LPCVD process.
The focus of this work is on the thermal modeling of hot-wall LPCVD.
A number of hot-wall multiwafer LPCVD thermal models have been
developed, some of which are shown in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Published thermal models in hot-wall LPCVD
First Author Year Type 1Solution 2Dimension 3Data 4
Matsuba [73] 1985 N N 2 Yes
Van Schravendijk [87] 1987 N N 1 No
Tavel [91] 1988 N N 1 Yes
Hirasawa [51] 1989 N N 1 Yes
De Waard [96] 1992 N N 1 Yes
Houf [55] 1993 N N 2 Yes
Hirasawa [50] 1993 N N 2 Yes
Badgwell [5] 1994 N N 2 Yes
Coronell [17] 1994 M N 2 Yes
Azzaro [3] 1995 N N 1 Yes
Kim [65] 1999 N N 2 Yes
Park [77] 2000 N N 2 Yes
This work 2002 N A 1 Yes
1 Model types are Nonlinear (N), Monte Carlo simulation (M).
2 Solutions are Analytical (A), Numerical (N).
3 Solution dimensions are: 1, 2 or 3.
4 Model predictions were compared to experimental data (Yes)
or (No).
Sato [86] measured the emissivity of silicon in the spectral region from
0.4 to 15µm at various temperatures from 70 to 800oC. Those data were used
as references by other authors in their thermal models [3, 5]. Hu [57] proposed
a model of radiative transfer in which transient temperature profiles were an-
alyzed in a row of wafers during cooling. Convective heat transfer was shown
to be entirely negligible in comparison with radiative heat transfer. Although
Hu’s model is not a complete thermal model for CVD reactors, his radiative
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modeling approach has been widely adopted by others. Matsuba et al. [73]
modified Hu’s model to include energy balances for the outer tube and boat.
Radiative heat transfer was allowed between the wafers, tube wall, and the
boat. Van Schravendijk and De Koning [87] developed a radiative heat trans-
fer model within the furnace which included energy balances for the insulation,
reactor doors, heating coils, process tube and wafers. Radial wafer temper-
ature gradients were ignored, diffusive emission and reflection were assumed
and the wafer load was approximated as a cylinder with an ”effective” heat
conductivity. Tavel and Hearn [91] developed a computer simulation program
describing the heating and cooling of a row of silicon wafers undergoing a pre-
scribed thermal cycle. Unlike Hu’s work where only radiation was considered,
their simulation also took the effects of conduction and convection into ac-
count. Hirasawa and Takagaki [51] developed a thermal model based on an
energy balance for the wafers, combined with equations describing radiation to
the tube walls. De Waard and De Koning [96] revised Van Schravendijk and
De Koning’s model by admitting direct radiation from the heating element
to the wafers and including heat transfer by thermocouple sheaths. Houf et
al. [55] developed a transient two-dimensional model with the simplification
that interior wafers in the load were allowed to exchange radiation with only
the portion of the tube wall located directly above them. Badgwell et al. [5]
developed a new energy balance model to predict wafer temperatures in a hot-
wall multiwafer LPCVD reactor. The model is most similar to the radiation
models of Hirasawa and Takagaki [51] and De Waard and De Koning [96],
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with extensions to include more realistic geometry and radial heat transfer
within the wafers. The model predictions compared favorably with in situ
wafer temperature measurements described in a related paper [4]. Coronell
and Jensen [17] provided an alternative approach based on a direct simulation
Monte Carlo technique to simulate the radiation heat transfer in a multiwafer
LPCVD reactor. Azzaro and Couderc [3] presented a thermal model involving
computations of the wafer temperature and taking into account radiative ex-
changes occurring inside an LPCVD reactor with non-isothermal tube walls.
Recently, Kim and Kim [65] and Park et al. [77] presented analyses of heat
transfer in a LPCVD reactor with thermal models very similar to Badgwell’s
except that specular reflection was considered in [77].
All these models mentioned above involve nonlinear optimization and
other advanced numerical techniques such as hybrid Newton-time integration
[55], trapezoidal numerical integration method [50], and sparse-matrix tech-
niques [5], and thus are computationally demanding. For instance, Coronell
and Jensen’s [17] Monte Carlo simulation required 6 hours of computation on
an IBM RS-6000/350 workstation for a commercial scale BTU/Bruce LPCVD
reactor. In this work, we develop a new model which captures the nonlin-
ear relationship between the furnace wall temperature distribution and the
wafer temperature distribution to provide accurate prediction of wafer tem-
peratures. The computation takes several seconds on a personal computer or
laptop for the same LPCVD system mentioned above. With the simple linear
structure, the model can be conveniently integrated into model-based control
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algorithms, such as run-to-run control. Instead of using iterative algorithms,
the new model uses a direct algorithm, greatly reducing computation effort.
The remaining part of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section
2.2, we give some background information about the LPCVD system, the
geometry of the furnace system we used in this work, notations, numbering,
and model assumptions. Section 2.3 presents the detailed model based on an
energy balance within the LPCVD reactor. Model verification and sensitivity
analysis are presented in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 gives conclusions.
2.2 Preliminaries
In this section, the geometry of the furnace system used in this work
is first introduced, notation and numbering are explained, and model assump-
tions discussed.
2.2.1 Apparatus
The model we present here is applicable to both horizontal and verti-
cal furnaces. In order to compare model predicted wafer temperatures with
Badgwell’s in situ measured wafer temperatures, we use the same reactor
(BTU/Bruce furnace) geometry as described in [4]. Fig. 2.1(a) shows the
schematic configuration of an industrial scale BTU/Bruce hot-wall multiwafer
LPCVD furnace. Six-inch wafers are arranged vertically and concentrically
inside the quartz tube and heated by five independently controlled heating
elements wrapped around the quartz tube. An elastomeric O-ring is used for
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door seals. Consequently, both ends of the reactor are kept cooler than O-ring
operation temperature (about 250oC) by water cooling. This makes the ther-
mal environments different for different zones in the furnace. For convenience,
the furnace wall is conceptually divided into three zones: inlet zone, heating
zone and outlet zone as shown in Fig. 2.1. The inlet zone is from the front
door to the beginning of the first heating element, the heating zone from the
beginning of the first heating element to the end of the fifth heating element,
and the outlet zone from the end of the fifth heating element to the back door.
Dimension and other specification of the reactor used in this work are listed
in Table 2.2.
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Figure 2.1: (a) Schematic drawing of BTU/Bruce LPCVD furnace, (b)
Discretized furnace elements
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Table 2.2: SEMATECH BTU/Bruce furnace geometry [6]
Parameter SEMATECH Reactor
Reactor Length L (m) 2.29
First Wafer Location 5(m) 0.786
Last Wafer Location (m) 1.50
Interwafer Spacing t (m) 0.00479
Furnace Inner Radius (m) 0.145
Wafer Radius rw (m) 0.075
Wafer Thickness tw (mm) 0.7
Number of wafers m 150
Front and back door temperatures Td (
oC) 250
5 Locations are given relative to the front door of the reactor.
In this manufacturing system, the wafer temperatures can not be mea-
sured directly; only the tube wall temperatures are directly measured by ther-
mocouples. Therefore, our model aims to relate tube wall temperatures to
wafer surface temperatures based on an energy balance among wafers, furnace
tube walls and furnace doors. For computational convenience, the furnace is
discretized into (n1+n2+7) furnace elements, f(1), f(2), · · · , f(n1+n2+7), as
shown in Fig. 2.1(b). The front door is represented by f(1). The inlet zone is
discretized into n1 equal or non-equal length elements: f(2), f(3), · · · , f(n1 +
1). Five furnace elements f(n1+2), f(n1+3), · · · , f(n1+6) corresponds to the
five heating elements. The outlet zone is discretized into n2 equal or non-equal
length elements: f(n1 + 7), f(n1 + 8), · · · , f(n1 + n2 + 6). The last element
f(n1 + n2 + 7) is the back door. Each furnace element f(i) is assumed to be
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an isothermal disk or cylinder. There are m wafers inside the furnace. For
reference, wafers are numbered from left to right in similar manner to the
numbering of furnace elements. Each wafer is assumed to be an isothermal
disk. The modeled system therefore consists of quartz tube, wafers, front door
and back door, with a total number of (m + n1 + n2 + 7) discretized elements
for this closed system.
2.2.2 Model assumptions
The basic assumptions needed in this work are listed below. They are
standard in thermal modeling, and have been widely used by other researchers.
1. The reactor is axially symmetric.
The wafer boat, profile thermocouple sheaths and gas injectors, due to
their small geometry, are assumed to not interfere with heat transfer.
2. Heat conduction and convection of the gas phase are negligible.
This hypothesis has been theoretically analyzed [3, 57] and confirmed by
experiments [4]. Therefore, the only significant mode of heat transfer,
which is also the only mode we considered in our model, is direct radia-
tion. This hypothesis also indicates that heat transfer does not depend
on mass transfer and thus the energy balance can be solved separately
from the mass balance. This underlines the common approach of mod-
eling thermal effects independently from chemical reaction mechanisms
and kinetics in LPCVD processes.
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3. The radial temperature gradient within the wafer is negligible.
Although many researchers presented theoretical and experimental evi-
dence for wafer radial temperature variations [4, 50, 100], the variations
are expected to be small for all the wafers except the end wafers, and thus
have been neglected by many researchers [3, 17, 83, 87, 96]. In our case,
since the wafer-to-wafer temperature uniformity is the only interesting
aspect, this assumption will reduce the degree of complexity significantly
without adding severe restriction to the model.
4. All the surfaces are diffuse-gray surfaces which emit and reflect radiation
diffusely with constant emissivity and reflectivity.
Interior surfaces of the quartz tube are assumed to be coated with the
same film as wafer surfaces and thus have the same value of emissivity.
Two different type of reflections have been used in thermal modeling: 1)
specular reflection, in which the angle of reflection is equal to the angle
of incidence, and 2) diffuse reflection, in which incident radiation is re-
flected equally in all directions. Whether reflection is specular or diffuse
depends on the optical roughness, defined as the ratio of the root-mean-
square roughness height of the surface to the wavelength of the radiation.
Specular reflection occurs when the optical roughness is much less than
unity [88]. At shorter wavelengths, or for LPCVD films possessing a cer-
tain degree of roughness (i.e., polysilicon films), the photon is reflected in
a diffuse manner [17]. De Waard and De Koning [96] state that ”bare sil-
icon wafers tend to exhibit mirror-like reflections, but oxidated wafers do
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not”. Badgwell et al. [5] argued that the assumption of diffuse reflection
would not be expected to cause serious errors in the model even if the
polysilicon surfaces do in fact reflect specularly within the reactor. This
is verified by Coronell and Jensen [17] in their direct Monte Carlo sim-
ulation even for the highly polished Si wafer. The comparison of wafer
temperature profiles for specular and diffuse reflections shows that there
is no significant difference between the two cases. There is no agreement
among researchers on which one is better, nor are there clear criteria for
judgment. Researchers tend to use the one which can either facilitate
the analysis or simplify the computation [5, 57, 96]. In our case, because
of the roughness of the polysilicon film, diffuse reflection is a reasonable
assumption.
5. The gases in the reactor are nonparticipating medium.
Such medium neither emits, absorbs, nor scatters. It has no effect on the
transfer of radiation between surfaces. A vacuum meets these require-
ments exactly, along with most gases to excellent approximation [88].
6. The reactor doors are isothermal disks of stainless steel.
Their emissivity is 0.37 according to Siegel and Howell [88].
Steady-state modeling is considered here since we are interested in the
deposition rate and uniformity which are affected mainly by steady-state tem-
peratures in the furnace. Transient models would be useful to describe the
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thermal stresses, which are beyond our interest here. The main purpose of the
steady-state modeling is to perform run-to-run control of wafer temperature
uniformity and thus film thickness uniformity.
2.3 Modeling of the Hot-Wall Multiwafer LPCVD Re-
actor
As illustrated in Fig. 2.1 (b), the wafer surfaces, the interior surface of
the front door, the interior surface of the quartz tube, and the interior surface
of the back door consist of an enclosure of m + n1 + n2 + 7 discrete surface
areas. For simplicity, we define n ≡ n1 + n2 + 7 and N ≡ m + n. All these N
surfaces are diffuse-gray surfaces according to assumption 4. Considering the
energy balance of the kth surface area Ak of the enclosure at its steady-state
temperature, we have
qkAk = (qo,k − qi,k)Ak (2.1)
where Ak is the area of surface k, qi,k and qo,k are the rates of incoming and
outgoing radiative energy per unit area of surface k. Therefore, (qo,k − qi,k)Ak
represents the net radiative energy loss of surface k. qk is the energy flux
supplied to the surface k by some means other than the radiation inside the
enclosure to balance the net radiative energy loss and thereby maintain the
specified steady-state surface temperature.
A second equation results from the fact that the energy flux leaving
the surface k is composed of the energy emitted by surface k plus the energy
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reflected by surface k. This gives
qo,k = εkσT
4
k + ρkqi,k = εkσT
4
k + (1− εk)qi,k (2.2)
where εk is the emissivity of the surface k, σ is Stefan-Boltzmann constant
5.67051× 10−8W/(m2 ·K4), Tk is the temperature of the surface k in Kelvin,
and ρk is the reflectivity of the surface k. Here we make use of the fact that
ε + ρ = 1 for a diffuse-gray surface. We take 0.67 as the emissivity value for
both furnace interior surface and wafer surfaces and treat it as constant within
the temperature range from 600oC to 630oC. This is consistent with Sato’s
emissivity measurement of silicon at 600oC which is approximately 0.65. The
front and back doors are made of stainless steel with emissivity 0.37 estimated
from Siegel and Howell [88].
The incident energy of surface k is the summation of the portions of
the energy leaving all the surfaces in the enclosure that arrive at surface k:
Akqi,k = A1F1−kqo,1+A2F2−kqo,2+· · ·+AjFj−kqo,j+· · ·+AkFk−kqo,k+· · ·+ANFN−kqo,N
(2.3)
where Fj−k is the configuration factor from finite area j to finite area k which
defines the fraction of energy leaving surface j that arrives at surface k. If the
kth surface is concave, a portion of its outgoing flux will contribute directly
to the incident flux.
For configuration factors between finite areas, we have the reciprocity
relation:
A1F1−2 = A2F2−1 (2.4)
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ANFN−k = AkFk−N (2.5)
Rewriting (2.3) by replacing all areas with Ak, we get:
Akqi,k = AkFk−1qo,1+AkFk−2qo,2+· · ·+AkFk−jqo,j+· · ·+AkFk−kqo,k+· · ·+AkFk−Nqo,N
(2.6)










σT 4k − qo,k
)
(2.8)
This is the energy balance for surface k in terms of its temperature and
outgoing energy flux.
Substitute (2.7) into (2.1) to eliminate qi,k:






Fk−j (qo,k − qo,j) (2.9)
This is the energy balance for surface k in terms of outgoing energy
flux for every surface in the enclosure.
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Note that for an enclosure:
N∑
j=1




























The next step is the analysis of the radiation exchange between the
surface areas. Two types of boundary conditions are involved: (1) for the fur-
nace elements, the required energy supplied to the surface must be determined
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given a specified surface temperature, and (2) for the wafers, the temperature
must be determined when a known heat input is imposed.
Since we assume that each wafer is an isothermal disk, there is no net
heat transfer within the wafer by conduction, nor any heat transfer mode other
than radiation between wafers and other surfaces. At steady-state, we must
have qo,k = qi,k and qk = 0 for k = 1, 2, · · · ,m. Notice that the wafer temper-
ature Tk (k = 1, 2, · · · ,m) is unknown and must be determined. Therefore,












for k = 1, 2, · · · ,m.
To distinguish wafers from furnace elements, we use subscript w to
denote variables for wafers, and subscript f to denote variables for furnace
elements. εfj is the emissivity of the jth furnace element, qfj is the energy
flux provided to the jth furnace element by surroundings outside the enclo-
sure, Fwk−fj is the configuration factor from the kth wafer to the jth furnace
element, Twk is the temperature of the kth wafer, Fwk−wj is the configuration
factor from the kth wafer to the jth wafer, and Tfj is the temperature of the
jth furnace element.
For furnace element surface areas, temperatures are assumed to be
known while energy supplied by means outside the enclosure is unknown.
















for k = 1, 2, · · · , n.
Considering Equations (2.17) and (2.18) together, qf ’s and Tw’s are N
unknowns, and others are known or can be calculated. We have a total of
N equations and N unknowns. We can obtain a unique solution since these
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Equations (2.17) and (2.18) can be written as:
Fw−fEfQf = −σT 4w + σFw−wT 4w + σFw−fT 4f (2.19)
and
E ′fQf − Ff−fEfQf = σT 4f − σFf−wT 4w − σFf−fT 4f (2.20)
Rearrange (2.20) to solve for Qf :
Qf = σ(E
′
f − EfFf−f )−1(T 4f − Ff−wT 4w − Ff−fT 4f ) (2.21)
Substituting (2.21) into (2.19) and rearranging the equation, we have
[
Im − Fw−w − Fw−fEf
(









E ′f − EfFf−f
)−1








Im − Fw−w − Fw−fEf
(








E ′f − Ff−fEf
)−1
(In − Ff−f )
]
we solve (2.22) to obtain T 4w:
T 4w = CT
4
f (2.23)
where C = A−11 A2.
As discussed in Assumption 4, the emissivities are constants within
the normal process temperature range. Therefore, A1 and A2 are constant
coefficient matrices. They are independent of the process temperature. As a
consequence, for a specified furnace device, we only need to calculate C once.
The 4th power of the wafer temperature (T 4w) is just a linear combination of the
4th power of the furnace element temperature (T 4f ). Given Tf , we only need a
matrix-vector multiplication to get Tw. This greatly simplifies the calculation
process if we want to optimize or control the wafer temperature profile by
changing the furnace temperature profile. It is also very convenient for online
updating.
A remaining problem is how to fill matrices A1 and A2 with configu-
ration factors. Many researchers use differential configuration factor dFdk−dj
to give the fraction of radiation emitted from the differential surface element
dk which is intercepted by the differential surface element dj, then integrate
over whole area to get the total heat exchange between two finite areas. This
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procedure requires numerical integration methods. In our case, where wafer
temperatures must be found, the solution can require moderate to considerable
effort if we use the above method. Instead of using a numerical integration
method, we use published configuration factor formulae for finite area to fi-
nite area or combinations of these formulae to calculate configuration factors,
greatly simplifying the procedure. A good collection of published configuration
factors is given by Howell [56].
2.4 Results and Sensitivity Analysis
In the previous analysis, we have assumed that the temperatures of
all n furnace elements are known. In practice, however, we only know the
temperature where it is measured. In this work, we adopted the experimental
furnace temperature profile used by Badgwell where only seven temperatures
(f(1), f(n1 + 2), f(n1 + 3), · · · , f(n1 + 6) and f(n)) were measured. In Badg-
well’s experiments, the powers for heating elements were controlled such that
five elements in heating zone have the same temperature (615 oC). The front
door and back door temperatures were controlled to 25 oC due to the applica-
tion of O-ring seals as previously discussed. The exact temperature profile in
the inlet and outlet zones close to the cold doors is unknown. In the following
simulations and sensitivity analysis, we assume a simple linear temperature
drop from the ends of the heating zone to the doors, the same assumption
used by Badgwell et al. [5] and Coronell and Jensen [17]. More accurate tem-




Fig. 2.2 shows the comparison of the model predicted wafer tempera-
tures with the experimental data provided by Badgwell et al. [4]. The detailed
reactor geometry is given in Table II. From Fig. 2.2 we observe that the model
predicted temperature profile agrees with the measurement very well.























Figure 2.2: Comparison of the model predicted wafer temperatures with the
experimental data [4]
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2.4.2 Model sensitivity analysis
Since our model is transformed to a linear relationship, analytical sensi-
tivity analysis can be straightforwardly performed, in contrast to other meth-
ods that require numerical solutions. Suppose we have solved the linear equa-
tion (2.23) for a particular set of base-case value of Tf , say T
∗
f , and found a
set of wafer temperatures Tw = T
∗
w that satisfied (T
∗
w)
4 = C(T ∗f )
4. We want to
consider the sensitivity of the Tw to Tf for perturbations around the base-case
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Taking the ith row of the above matrix equation, we have:




f2 + · · ·+ CijT 4fj + · · ·+ CinT 4fn (2.25)
Taking the derivative on both sides of equation (2.25) with respect to











Solving equation (2.26) to get the sensitivity of Twi to Tfj for pertur-












Fig. 2.3 shows the sensitivity of the wafer temperatures to door tem-
peratures where Tfd and Tbd denote the front and back door temperatures
respectively. From the figure we see that the wafer temperatures are not sen-
sitive to door temperatures, although end wafers are relatively much more
sensitive than center wafers. Therefore, changing the door temperatures has
little impact on the temperature uniformity across the wafer load.
























Figure 2.3: Sensitivity of wafer temperatures to door temperatures
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Fig. 2.4 illustrates the sensitivity of the wafer temperatures to the tem-
peratures of the five heating zone furnace elements, denoted by Th1, Th2, · · · , Th5.
Although the first heating zone element is totally outside of the wafer load,
wafers in the front of the load can still be affected. The second heating zone
element covers about the first 1/3 of the wafer load. As we can see, when its
temperature rises, the temperature of wafers in the next zone also rise. The
third heating zone element covers the second 1/3 of the wafer load. Just like
the second heating zone element, all wafer temperatures rise to different levels
when the third zone temperature rises. The wafer temperature profile is cou-
pled with the temperature of each heating zone element in complex ways. We
cannot simply change some particular wafer temperatures without affecting
others. Since the first and fifth elements have much more impact on the end
wafers than on the center wafers in the wafer load, the temperature uniformity
across the wafer load can be controlled by manipulating the temperatures of
these two elements.
The sensitivity curves in Fig. 4 are very useful for selecting sensor lo-
cations for the furnace uniformity control. To achieve maximum sensitivity,
sensors should be placed at the maxima of sensitivity curves. To ensure uni-
formity across all wafers, however, some sensors should be placed in between
the maxima, where strong interaction between zones occurs. In practice the
wafer temperatures cannot be reliably measured in-situ, but the wafer film
thickness can be measured with post-process metrology, which can be used for
run-to-run control. The control aspect of this process will be investigated in
30




























Figure 2.4: Sensitivity of wafer temperatures to temperatures of heating zone
furnace elements
the future.
Fig. 2.5 illustrates the dependency of the wafer temperatures to the
furnace wall emissivity where ef denotes the furnace wall emissivity. Higher
furnace wall emissivity will lead to higher wafer temperatures. The effect is
approximately the same on all wafers in the wafer load. Fig. 2.6 shows that the
door emissivity has almost no effect on the wafer temperature profile. Changes
in the furnace emissivity do not appear to change the uniformity. Feedback
control can be implemented to compensate for the effect on average thickness
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of such emissivity changes.






























Figure 2.5: Wafer temperature dependence on furnace wall emissivity
2.5 Conclusions
In this work, the steady-state wafer temperature distribution in a hot-
wall LPCVD reactor is modeled and solved analytically. A new first principles
thermal model is developed to predict wafer temperatures from furnace wall
temperatures based on an energy balance analysis. The predicted wafer tem-
peratures show excellent agreement with published experimental data. The
simple linear structure and light computation effort make this model useful
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Figure 2.6: Wafer temperature dependence on door emissivity
for control in industry. Model sensitivity analyses are performed analytically.
Sensitivity analyses show that wafer temperatures are sensitive to tempera-
ture changes of each furnace element in the heating zone, but not to those
of the doors. This computationally efficient model can be used for real-time




Valve Stiction Modeling and Detection
Many control loops in process plants perform poorly due to valve stic-
tion as one of the most common equipment problems. Valve stiction causes
oscillation in control loops which increases variability in product quality, accel-
erates equipment wear, or leads to control system instability and other issues
potentially disrupt the operation. Therefore, it is important to early detect
valve stiction so that appropriate action can be taken to relieve the situation
and avoid major shutdowns. Although there have been many attempts to
understand and model valve stiction, those models are either physical models
which are not practical to use, or empirical models but with complicated logic
which makes them difficult to understand and implement. In this work, a new
valve stiction model is proposed with a simple structure and straightforward
logic which make it easy to implement. Furthermore, a new valve detection
method is proposed based on curve-fitting of controller output signal for self-
regulating processes or process output signal for integrating processes. A new
metric referred to as a stiction index (SI), is introduced based on the proposed
method to quantify the degree of valve stiction. Superior performance of the
proposed method is demonstrated using both simulated data sets based on the
new valve stiction model and real industrial data sets.
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3.1 Introduction
Studies in the control performance monitoring show that in process
industry many control loops perform poorly due to bad tuning or equipment
problems [2, 24, 35, 81, 92], and it has been witnessed in some facilities that as
high as one third of control loops are oscillating [20]. Oscillations in control
loops raise particular concerns as they increase variability in product quality,
accelerate equipment wear, and may cause other issues that could potentially
disrupt the operation. Therefore, detecting and eliminating oscillations yield
commercial benefits and are important activities in control loop supervision
and maintenance.
In general, oscillations are caused by any one or a combination of the
following reasons: (i) control valve stiction, (ii) poor controller tuning, (iii)
poor process and control system design, and (iv) external oscillatory distur-
bances [8, 24, 74]. Simple and efficient methods have been developed to detect
oscillating control loops automatically [26, 35, 74]. In this work, we focus on
valve stiction detection given that oscillation has been detected.
To help understand the valve stiction phenomenon and simulate a sticky
valve, several valve stiction models have been developed [14, 15, 64]. Choud-
hury et al. [14, 15] discuss the definition of stiction and distinguish it from
other valve nonlinearities, and propose a data-driven model of stiction. Kano
et al. [64] extend Choudhury’s model to cope with both deterministic and sto-
chastic signals. In this current work, the validity of these models is investigated
and a new valve stiction model is proposed.
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Several methods [19, 35, 54, 90, 97] have been developed to detect valve
stiction in the last decade. However, all these methods require either de-
tailed process knowledge or user interaction which are not desirable for au-
tomated monitoring systems [52]. Horch (1999) presented an automatic de-
tection method based the cross-correlation function (CCF) between the con-
troller output (OP) and the process output (PV) which is applicable to non-
integrating processes. Later Horch [53] proposed another method to address
the valve stiction in integrating processes by considering the probability dis-
tribution of the second derivative of controlled variable. In 2004, Singhal and
Salsbury [89] proposed a valve stiction detection method based on the com-
parison of areas before and after the peak of an oscillating control error signal,
i.e., the difference between the set-point and the process variable being con-
trolled. Kano et al. (2004) proposed two valve stiction detection methods,
one requires knowing the valve position (VP) and the other is based on the
plot of PV, OP with the shape of parallelogram. He and Pottmann (2003)
developed a valve stiction detection technique [37] in which the OP is fitted
piece-wisely to both triangular wave and sinusoidal wave using least squares
method. A better fit to the triangle indicates valve stiction, while a better fit
to the sinusoid indicates non-stiction. Also in that work, a stiction index (SI)
was first defined as the ratio of the mean squared error (MSE) of sinusoidal
fitting and the sum of the MSE’s of both sinusoidal and triangular fittings. An
SI close to zero would indicate non-stiction while an SI close to one would
indicate stiction. In the meantime, Rossi and Scali (2004) proposed a very
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similar technique independently, in which the PV instead of OP is fitted using
three different models: relay wave, triangular wave and sinusoidal wave [85].
In this work, we extend our 2003 work to cover both self-regulating and
integrating processes based on the following observations: In the case of control
loop oscillation caused by poor controller tuning or external oscillating distur-
bance, the OP and PV typically follow sinusoidal waves for both self-regulating
and integrating processes. In the case of stiction, for self-regulating processes,
the OP will move like a triangular wave, while for integrating processes such
as level control, the PV will move like a triangular wave. The basic idea of the
new detection method is to fit two different functions ,triangle and sinusoid,
to the measured oscillating signal (OP for self-regulating processes and PV
for integrating processes). A better fit to the triangle indicates valve stiction,
while a better fit to the sinusoid indicates non-stiction. The SI metric is used
as a criterion to evaluate the existence of valve stiction.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews
valve stiction models and presents a new valve stiction model with simple struc-
ture and straightforward logic. Section 3 reviews published stiction detection
techniques and analyzes Horch’s first method in detail. Also in Section 3, a
new valve stiction detection method and its theoretical analysis are presented,
together with the simulation demonstrations. The application of the proposed
method to industrial examples is presented in Section 4. Some conclusions are
drawn in Section 5.
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3.2 Valve Stiction Model
The purpose of this section is to understand the characteristics of valve
stiction and mathematically reproduce its behavior. Literally, valve stiction
can be represented as the necessary force applied to the valve stem to make
it move [30]. Due to stiction, the valve will not move if the amount of force
corresponding to the controller output is too small to overcome the static
friction. Because the controller output (OP) adjustment is not materialized
by the actuator (i.e., the valve) due to stiction, integral action in the controller
will cause the OP continue to increase in the same direction until the valve
overcomes the stiction band. Once overcome, the valve moves suddenly with
more than the desired amount causing the process to overreact. The OP then
changes in the opposite direction trying to get the process back on track until
the valve overcomes the stiction band, which makes the process overreact again
in the opposite direction, thus causing process oscillation.
Two types of models have been developed to simulate valve stiction.
One is detailed physical models [15] that formulate the stiction phenomenon
using the force balance based on Newton’s second law of motion. The other is
empirical data-driven models [14, 15, 64] that describe the relationship between
the OP and the valve position or valve output (VP). The main disadvantage
of a physics-based model is that it requires knowledge of several parameters
such as the mass of the moving part and different types of friction forces which
cannot be easily measured and change with the type of flowing fluid and part




























Figure 3.1: Schematic operation diagram of a sticky valve
models developed by Kano et al. (2004) and Choudhury et al. (2004, 2005)
are discussed here.
Figure 3.1 shows the typical input-output behavior of a sticky valve.
Without stiction, the valve would move along the dash-dot line crossing the
origin, i.e., any amount of OP adjustment would result in the same amount
of VP change. However, for a sticky valve, static and kinetic frictions have
to be taken into account. In the figure, fS, fD and J denote static friction
band, kinetic friction band and stick band respectively. Because stiction is
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generally measured as percentage of the valve travel range, for simplicity, as in
Choudhury et al. (2004) and Kano et al. (2004), all variables such as fS, fD,
J , controller output u 1, process output y and valve position uV are translated
to percentage of valve range so that algebra can be performed among them
directly. For example, J is defined as:
J = fS − fD (3.1)
To illustrate how OP adjustment drives VP change in a sticky valve in Fig-
ure 3.1, suppose the valve rests at a neutral position A at the beginning. If
the OP adjustment is between A′B′, the valve will not be able to overcome the
static friction band fS so the VP will not change. However, if the OP moves
outside of A′B′, say D′, then the valve is able to overcome fS at point B and
jumps to point C. After that, the valve moves from C to D, overcoming fD
only.
In Kano’s model, they also define the summation of static and kinetic
friction bands S:
S = fS + fD (3.2)
The flow chart of Kano’s stiction model is shown in Figure 3.2 which is very
similar to Choudhury et. al (2004). Some notations are explained below: Two
states of the valve are distinguished by stp: stp is reset to 0 if the controller
output u(t) results in a valve move, otherwise is reset to 1. d = ±1 denotes
1In this work, both OP and u stand for controller output. OP is usually used in descrip-
tions, tables and figures; u is usually used in mathematical derivations. Similarly, both PV
and y denote process variable; both VP and uV denote valve position or valve output.
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Figure 3.2: Flowchart of Kano’s valve stiction model [64]
the direction of frictional force. The model structure is complicated and it is
difficult to get the logic straight. However, if we examine it carefully, there is
a deficiency in this model. In the case where the previous controller output
u(t − 1) resulted in a valve move so that stp = 0, and the adjustments made
on controller output for this run and previous run are in the same direction
so that ∆u(t)∆u(t − 1) > 0, no matter how small ∆u(t) is, according to the
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model, the VP will always change. To explain it graphically, we assume u(t−1)
resulted the valve movement along A → B → C → D and finally stuck at D
as shown in Figure 3.1 (assuming ∆u(t − 1) > 0 and stp = 0). In the next
run, if ∆u(t) > 0 (u(t) moves along the positive direction), logically, the VP
should move along D → E → F → G. If the adjustment made is too small
to overcome the static friction (0 < ∆u(t) < J), the VP should not change
(stuck somewhere between D and E). But according to Kano’s model, no
matter how small ∆u(t) is, as long as it is greater than zero, the valve will
always move and stop somewhere between D and F (dash line) which is not
logically correct. Choudhury’s model has the same problem.
Another drawback associated with Kano and Choudhury’s models is
that the saturation constraints are added to the controller output instead of
actuator (valve). Based on the typical input-output behavior of a sticky valve,
we propose a new valve stiction model. Figure 3.3 shows the flowchart of
the new model, which is much simpler and more straightforward in logic. If
desired, the saturation constraint can be easily added to uV (t) after the model
calculation.
3.3 Valve Stiction Detection
In this section, we briefly review several published detection methods
first, then we examine Horch’s first method [52] in detail and we show that it
is not consistent.
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Figure 3.3: Flowchart of proposed valve stiction model
3.3.1 Published valve stiction methods
In 1999, Horch proposed a valve stiction detection method for self-
regulating processes based on the CCF between OP and PV. Given the fol-
lowing assumptions: (i) the process does not have an integral action, (ii) the
process is controlled by a PI controller, and (iii) the process is oscillating with
a significantly large amplitude, Horch claims that the valve stiction would re-
sult in an odd CCF, i.e., the phase shift between OP and PV is π/2, while
an external oscillating disturbance or an aggressive controller would result in
an even CCF, i.e., the phase shift between OP and PV is π. The method is
proposed based on observations and verified by some simulated and industrial
data and its validity is investigated in Section 3.3.2.
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Later Horch [53] proposed another method to address the valve stic-
tion in integrating processes by considering the probability distribution of the
second derivative of controlled variable – in the stiction case the distribution
is close to Gaussian, otherwise it will have two peaks. One drawback of this
method is the differentiation of noisy signals. A suitable filter and cut-off fre-
quency have to be carefully chosen in order to filter out noise. This can hardly
be done automatically since different processes have different system character-
istics and different noise levels. It has been observed that even after filtering,
the calculation of derivatives amplified moderate amount of noise and blurred
the distinction between the shapes of the two probability distributions [89].
In 2004, Singhal and Salsbury proposed a valve stiction detection method
based on the comparison of areas before and after the peak of an oscillating
control error signal (i.e., the difference between the set-point and the process
variable being controlled). The idea is based on the observation that aggres-
sive controller usually results in a sinusoidal control error signal, while for a
sticking valve, the oscillating signal typically rises slower than drops. There
are several practical considerations as mentioned by authors: (i) the method-
ology can not be applied to integrating processes, (ii) the methodology cannot
distinguish other nonlinearities from stiction, (iii) the error signal must be
sampled many times per oscillation period in order to get accurate peak lo-
cation and areas calculation, and (iv) noise adds variation to the peak and
zero-crossing locations which can result in misleading diagnosis.
Kano et al. (2004) proposed two valve stiction detection methods.
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Method A is based on the percentage of time when VP does not change while
OP changes. Method B is based on the plot of PV vs OP takes shape of
parallelogram. However, as pointed out by the authors, these methods should
be used only when flow rate or valve position is measured. Method B is not
always reliable even when flow rate or valve position is measured as shown in
one of their flow control examples.
Rossi and Scali (2004) proposed a technique to fit the PV using three
different models: relay wave, triangular wave and sinusoidal wave. Relay and
triangular waves are associated with the presence of stiction, while sinusoidal
shape with the presence of external perturbations [85]. Although this method
is very similar to the method we propose in this work, it looks at PV only and
claimed by authors that it is applicable to self-regulating processes only.
3.3.2 Analysis on Horch’s first method
It has been discussed in others’ work [85, 89] that Horch’s first method
does not work very well all the time. However, no theoretical analysis has been
given to prove that Horch’s first method is inconsistent. In this subsection, we
show that with no valve stiction, different controller tuning could result in ei-
ther an odd CCF or an even CCF between OP and PV, and thus demonstrates
the inconsistency of the method.
It is a common practice to approximate a higher order system using
a first order plus time delay model (FOPTD). Without loss of generality, we






Figure 3.4: Block diagram of an FOPTD process under PI control
as shown in Figure 3.4. The analysis can be easily extended to higher order
systems.





where Kp is the process gain, θ is the process delay and τ is the process time
constant. The dynamics of the control valve can be approximated as a first
order system. However, the time constant of a control valve is usually much
smaller than the process time constant, for simplicity, its dynamics is ignored
here.
The controller transfer function is




where Kc is the proportional gain and τI is the integral time constant for the
PI controller.
Now we show that with no valve stiction, different controller tuning
could result in either odd or even CCF between OP and PV. It is straightfor-
ward to show that the phase shift between OP and PV is different at different
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Figure 3.5: The relationship between (Kc, τI) and phase shift at marginal
stable condition
frequencies. Therefore, controller tuning can result in either odd or even CCF
between OP and PV.
The oscillation frequency can be obtained by solving the following char-
acteristic equation,
1 + Gc(jω)Gp(jω) = 0 (3.5)
Plugging Equation (3.3) and (3.4) into Equation (3.5) and applying Euler’s
formula we have
−τIτω2 + jτIω + KcKp(cosωθ − jsinωθ)(1 + jτIω) = 0 (3.6)
It is straightforward to see that the phase shift φ at certain frequency
ω is,
φ = ∠ Gp(jω) =
π
2
+ α− ωθ (3.7)
where α ≡ arctan(1/ωτ). Equation (3.7) shows that under different controller








































Figure 3.6: Different controller tunings result in different types of CCF between
OP and PV





The relationship between phase shift φ and controller tuning (Kc & τI)
is shown in Figure 3.5 where different tuning can result in different phase shift
ranging from −π to −π/2. More specifically, we pick three pairs of Kc & τI
at phase shift about −π, −3π
4
and −π/2 and the resulted CCF’s are shown in
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Figure 3.6. Horch’s first method would conclude that there is no stiction for
the first case, undetermined for the second case and stiction for the third case,
although the truth is that there is no stiction but different controller tunings.
3.4 Proposed Curve Fitting Method
In this subsection, a simple curve fitting method is proposed for valve
stiction detection based on the original work we did in 2003 given the following
assumptions:
(i) The control loop has been detected as oscillating.
(ii) There are enough points sampled during each oscillation period.
The first assumption makes sense because any valve stiction, if sig-
nificant enough to be a concern, would cause loop oscillating, and it is not
necessary to check valve stiction if the control loop is not oscillating. The
second assumption is necessary in order to precisely distinguish two different
types of signals - sinusoidal and triangular waves. Although the more sample
points we have, the more reliable the results will be, our experience shows that
7 to 8 sample points per half oscillation period would be sufficient.
The key idea of proposed method is to make use of the following ob-
servations:
(i) In the case of stiction in a control valve, the valve position switches
back and forth intermittently, which results in a rectangular wave signal. The
integrator in the PI controller (or in the process if it is an integrating process)
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integrates the rectangular wave into triangular wave.
(ii) An oscillatory external disturbance usually results in sinusoidal con-
troller output and process output signals.
(iii) A marginal stable control loop also results in smooth sinusoidal
shape controller output and process output.
The main idea is to fit two different functions ,triangle and sinusoid , to
the measured controller output for self-regulating processes or process output
for integrating processes. A better fit to the triangle indicates valve stiction,
a better fit to the sinusoid, non-stiction. A new metric – Stiction Index (SI)
is defined and used as a criterion to estimate the probability of valve stiction.
3.4.0.1 Theoretical derivation
The proposed stiction detection method is designed for both self-regulating
and integrating processes under PI control. For a self-regulating process, the
plant is approximated by an FOPTD model as in Section 3.3.2 and the fol-
lowing derivation for self-regulating processes is based on the model given by
Equation (3.3).







A PI controller is used to control the plant and its transfer function is given in
Equation (3.4). The overall system we consider is shown in Figure 3.4. Note
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that the analysis can be extended to the higher order system straightforwardly.
From the previous discussion we know that when there is a valve stic-
tion, it results in valve output (VP) that consists of a sequence of rectangular
pulse signals. Therefore, the process output (PV) is a sequence of plant step
responses. To simplify the derivation, let the step size be one. Because the
effect of time delay θ in Equation (3.3) is just a time shift of the occurrence
of the step response, here we consider the case where θ = 0 and we examine
the self-regulating processes and integrating processes separately.
Self-regulating processes
For self-regulating processes, we examine the shape of controller output
u(t). The process step response is given by:
y(t) = y0 + Kp(1− e− tτ ) (3.10)
where y0 is the initial value of PV when VP switches. The deviation of the
output from the target, i.e., input to the PI controller, is:
e = ysp − y(t) = ysp − y0 −Kp(1− e− tτ ) (3.11)
and the controller output (OP) is
u(t) = Kc
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Equation (3.12) shows that the first three terms correspond to a straight line
with slope Kc
τI
[ysp − y0 −Kp], and the last term corresponds to an exponential
decay on top of the straight line. When the process has a fast dynamic, i.e.,




= 0, which makes VP follow a straight line with
slope Kc
τI
[ysp − y0 −Kp]; while if the process has a slow dynamic, i.e., a large






t, which makes VP follow a straight line with slope
Kc
τI
[ysp − y0 −Kp] − KcKpτ . Even for the case where the exponential term is
significant as shown in Figure 3.7 (a), since we piece-wisely fit half period of
oscillating signal to sinusoid or triangle, as we can see from Figures 3.7 (b)
and (c), triangle is strongly favored over sinusoid 2. To conclude, for stiction
in self-regulating processes, OP can be approximated by triangular wave.
Integrating processes
For integrating processes, we examine the shape of process variable
y(t). Given the process transfer function in Equation (3.9), the step response
is
y(t) = y0 + Kpt (3.13)
Equation (3.13) shows that the step response of an integrating process
is a straight line so that PV can be approximated by triangular wave.

































Figure 3.7: Curve fitting of OP of a self-regulating process in case of stiction
3.4.0.2 Curve fitting
It is assumed that the loop in question is known to be oscillating, e.g.,
by using methods proposed in [26, 35, 74]. After the detection of the oscillation,
the signal is detrended and mean-centered. The location of each zero-crossing
is automatically detected, and determined by linear interpolation of two points
































Figure 3.8: Curve fitting: (a) sinusoid fitting; (b) triangle fitting
The curve is fitted piece-wisely for each half-period of oscillation (see
Figure 3.8 (a)), which means, each fitting piece may have different amplitude
and/or frequency. This consideration is reasonable considering the presence
of noise in the signal. Besides, in real process, the oscillation magnitude may
change from time to time and other factors (e.g., external disturbances) may
result in an unsymmetrical signal with respect to its mean.
Denoting the signal to be fitted as S, for best sinusoid fitting of each
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half-period, our objective function is:
J = min {xsin (ω(ti : ti+1 − ti) + φ)− S(ti : ti+1)} (3.14)
where x is the amplitude, ω the frequency and φ the phase shift of the sinusoid.
(ti : ti+1) is the time range of fitting as in Figure 3.8 (a). In our case, because
the curve is fitted piece-wisely, we have φ = 0. For simplicity, we fix ω to be
ω =
2π
ti − ti+1 (3.15)
So our optimization problem is to find x which minimize the difference between
the fitted curve and the signal S. By defining two vectors
a ≡ sin (ω(ti : ti+1 − ti) + φ) (3.16)
b ≡ S(ti : ti+1) (3.17)
we have
J = min {ax− b} (3.18)
By using simple least squares method, we have
x = (aT a)−1(aT b) (3.19)
After the optimal x is determined, the mean squared error MSESin(i)
for the sinusoid fitting during time period (ti : ti+1) is calculated. The overall
mean squared error for sinusoid fitting MSESin is the average of MSESin(i)
over all time periods.
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Triangle fitting
Triangle fitting is more difficult because it is a piece-wise curve fitting
with two degrees of freedom: the location and the magnitude of the maxima.
So we use numerical iterative method to find the best fitting. The algorithm
is described below:
Step 1: For each half-period of signal S (e.g., ti to ti+1), set the mini-
mum MSE: MSETri(i) = ∞.
Step 2: For peak location tp from ti to ti+1, find the first linear least
squares fitting for (ti : tp) with constraint that the line has to pass the first zero-
crossing point at ti and the second linear least squares fitting for (tp+1 : ti+1)
with constraint that the line has to pass the second zero-crossing point at ti+1.
Then calculate MSE between ti and ti+1. If MSETri(i) > MSE, set MSETri(i)
= MSE.
Step 3: Repeat step 2 for different tp’s.
Step 4: Repeat steps 1, 2 and 3 for each piece of S: i = i + 1.
Step 5: The overall MSETri is the average of the minimum MSE of each
piece – MSETri(i).
One example of triangle fitting is given in Figure 3.8 (b).
3.4.0.3 Stiction index (SI)
SI is defined as the ratio of the mean squared error of the sinusoid







Note that SI is bounded to the interval [0, 1]. SI = 0 indicates non-stiction
where S fits sinusoid perfectly (MSESin = 0), while SI = 1 indicates stiction
where S fits triangle perfectly (MSETri = 0). The real process data will not
show such ideal clear-cut separation, an SI close to 0 would indicate non-
stiction while an SI close to 1 would indicate stiction. We would recommend
the following rules:
SI ≤ 0.4 =⇒ No stiction
0.4 < SI < 0.6 =⇒ Undetermined
SI ≥ 0.6 =⇒ Stiction
3.5 Simulation Examples
In this subsection, the proposed valve stiction detection method is ap-
plied to simulation examples in which the stiction is introduced using the
proposed stiction model. To compare our valve detection method with Kano’s
methods, the same flow control and level control systems used in Kano et.
al (2004) are investigated. Block diagrams of two systems are shown in Fig-




























Figure 3.10: Block diagram of level control system
Table 3.1: Valve stiction model parameters [64]
Case number Degree of stiction fD fS
Case 1 No stiction 0 0
Case 2 Weak stiction 0.35 0.65
Case 3 Strong stiction 2 3
PI controllers are used for both control systems and their transfer func-















Three cases are examined for both systems: no stiction, weak stiction





























































































Figure 3.13: Flow control, case 3 – strong stiction
Table 3.2: Flow control case study
Control system Case number SIOP
Flow control Case 1 0.04
Flow control Case 2 0.98
Flow control Case 3 1.00
In the case of no stiction, because both systems are closed-loop stable
systems, there is no oscillation and the proposed method is not applicable.
To test the capability of the proposed method on distinguishing valve stiction
from external disturbance, for the case of no stiction in flow control system,
an external sinusoidal disturbance is introduced:
d = 5sin(3t) (3.25)
Simulation results for flow control are shown in Figures 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13
and detection results are listed in Table 3.2. As we can see, the stiction index
based on controller output (SIOP ) successfully detected valve stiction in flow




























































































Figure 3.16: Level control, case 3 – strong stiction
Table 3.3: Level control case study
Control system Case number SIPV
Level control Case 1 0.00
Level control Case 2 0.80
Level control Case 3 0.99
To test the capability of distinguishing valve stiction from bad tuning,
for the case of no stiction in level control system, the controller gain is increased
from 3 to 8.4 to make the system marginal stable. Simulation results for level
control are shown in Figures 3.14, 3.15 and 3.16 and detection results are listed
in Table 3.3. The stiction index based on process output (SIPV ) detected
stiction successfully and distinguished it from bad tuning.
As a comparison, in the case of flow control, Kano’s method A [64]
detects the stiction successfully, but Kano’s method B fails. In the case of
level control where level is used for detection, none of Kano’s methods can
detect stiction successfully. For the cases where there might be multiple causes
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Table 3.4: Application results with mixed cases
Control system Case number SIOP
Flow control Case 1 & Case 2 0.17
Flow control Case 1 & Case 3 0.75
of oscillation, the calculated SI may not be able to clearly indicate whether
there is a valve stiction or not. However, SI tells us the dominant factor
which cause the oscillation. For example, in the flow control, if Case 1 and
Case 2 exist simultaneously, or Case 1 and Case 3 exist simultaneously, the
results are shown in Table 3.4. As we can see, for the case where both external
disturbance and weak stiction exist, the SI indicates the dominant factor is
external disturbance while for the case where both external disturbance and
strong stiction exist, the SI indicates the dominant factor is valve stiction.
3.6 Industrial Examples
Three cases from chemical processes are investigated in this section:
case 1 is a temperature control loop which is over aggressively tuned; case 2 is a
flow control loop and it is known that this loop has valve stiction problem; case
3 is a level control loop which also has valve stiction problem. Figures 3.17, 3.18
and 3.19 show normalized operation data and Table 3.5 summarizes detection
results by stiction indices3. In all three cases, the proposed method successfully
detects valve stiction.
3Stiction index for case 3 is based on process output while indices for case 1 and 2 are





























































































Figure 3.19: Industrial example, case 3 – level control with valve stiction
Table 3.5: Industrial examples
Control system Case number SI
Temperature control Case 1 0.20
Flow control Case 2 0.69
Level control Case 3 0.94
3.7 Conclusions
In this work, an existing valve stiction model is reviewed and its short-
fall is discussed. A structurally simple and logically straightforward valve
stiction model is presented. One valve stiction detection method proposed by
Horch is examined and its inconsistence is theoretically analyzed and demon-
strated by a simple example. A simple and effective valve stiction detection
method is proposed. The method is to fit two different functions, triangle and
sinusoid, to the measured controller output for self-regulating processes (or
process output for integrating processes). A better fit to the triangle indicates
valve stiction, a better fit to the sinusoid, non-stiction. Stiction index as a new
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metric is defined and used as a criterion to estimate the probability of valve
stiction. The method is evaluated on simulated examples and industrial data
sets where the actual oscillation causes are known. The proposed method and
metric are shown to successfully detect valve stiction in both self-regulating
and integrating processes and distinguish valve stiction from external oscilla-
tory disturbance and bad tuning.
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Chapter 4
A New Fault Diagnosis Method Using Fault
Directions in Fisher Discriminant Analysis
Multivariate statistical methods such as principal component analysis
(PCA) and partial least squares (PLS) have been widely applied to the statisti-
cal process monitoring (SPM) of chemical processes and their effectiveness for
fault detection is well recognized. These methods make use of normal process
data to define a tight normal operation region for monitoring. In practice,
however, historical process data are often corrupted with faulty data. In this
work, a new process monitoring method is proposed which is composed of
three parts: (i) a pre-analysis step that first roughly identifies various clusters
in a historical data set and then precisely isolates normal and abnormal data
clusters by the k-means clustering method; (ii) a fault visualization step that
visualizes high-dimensional data in 2-D space by performing global Fisher dis-
criminant analysis (FDA), and (iii) a new fault diagnosis method based on
fault directions in pair-wise FDA. A simulation example is used to demon-
strate the performance of the proposed fault diagnosis method. An industrial
film process is used to illustrate a realistic scenario for data pre-analysis, fault
visualization and fault diagnosis. In both examples, the contribution plots
method based on fault directions in pair-wise FDA shows superior capability
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for fault diagnosis to the contribution plots method based on PCA.
4.1 Introduction
As chemical processes become more complex, the monitoring of chem-
ical processes is gaining importance in order to assess process performance
and improve process efficiency and product quality. Early detection of faults
can help avoid major breakdowns and incidents. In general, four tasks are
involved in the process monitoring: fault detection, which gives an indication
that something is going wrong in the process; fault identification or diag-
nosis, which determines the root cause of the fault; fault estimation, which
assesses the size of the fault; and fault reconstruction, which estimates the
fault-free values [80]. Traditional fault detection and isolation (FDI) methods
have been based on a mathematical model of the system. These approaches
make use of the state estimation, parameter identification techniques, and par-
ity relations to generate residuals [7, 31, 59]. However, it is often difficult and
time-consuming to develop accurate mathematical models that characterize
all the physical and chemical phenomena occurring in industrial processes.
Knowledge-based approaches such as expert systems may be considered as
alternative or complementary approaches to the analytical model-based ap-
proaches where analytical models are not available [27]. However, considerable
effort is also required to build these knowledge-based systems [104].
In order to address the difficulties that lie in the model-based or knowledge-
based methods, model-free statistical process monitoring (SPM) methods have
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been developed. SPM methods only require a good historical data set of nor-
mal operations which is available for computer controlled industrial processes.
Due to the data-based nature of the SPM methods, it is relatively easy to apply
to rather large and complex processes comparing to model-based or knowledge-
based approaches. The traditional univariate statistical process control (SPC)
charts, such as the Shewhart chart, CUSUM plot and EWMA chart, are well
established statistical procedures for monitoring stable processes. While uni-
variate statistical techniques are easy to implement, they often lead to sig-
nificant number of false alarms on multivariate chemical processes where the
sensor measurements are highly correlated due to physical and chemical prin-
ciples governing the process operation, such as mass and energy balances [22].
A simple yet illustrative example which shows the misleading nature of the
univariate charts is given by Kourti and MacGregor [67] where the true situ-
ation is only revealed in a multivariate plot. Multivariate statistical process
control charts based on multivariate statistical methods, such as principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA) and partial least squares (PLS), have been developed
to overcome the shortcomings of univariate SPC.
In PCA or PLS based process monitoring, two indices have been widely
used for fault detection: the Hotelling’s T2 statistic which gives a measure of
the variation with the PCA model, and the squared prediction error (SPE) of
the residuals which indicates how much each sample deviates from the model.
Other less commonly used indices, such as Hawkins’ T 2H [36], Mahalanobis
distance and combined indices [82, 105, 106] have been proposed and their pros
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and cons are discussed in [80, 93].
After a fault has been detected, fault diagnosis becomes important
because it is desirable to find the root cause of the fault. Currently, the well
known fault diagnosis approaches based on PCA and PLS models are the
contribution plots and reconstruction based methods [80]. Contribution plots
are very easy to generate with no prior process knowledge. Contribution plots
show the contribution of each process variable to the observed statistic, i.e.
SPE or T2. It is assumed that the process variable with high contribution
is likely the root cause of the fault. However, the contribution plots may not
explicitly identify the cause of an abnormal condition [66], and sometimes may
lead to incorrect conclusions. One reason is that the contribution from one
variable is propagated to other variables in calculating the projection. This
‘smearing’ effect can reduce the significance between contributing and non-
contributing variables [80]. Due to limited redundancy or correlation among
the process variables, it is possible that some faults may not be identifiable [80].
Furthermore, the PCA approach assumes that normal data have al-
ready been isolated from historical operational data. The reality is that his-
torical data often contain both normal and abnormal data, but little work
has been done to isolate normal data from abnormal data. In this work, we
start with the assumption that the historical data may contain both normal
and multiple classes of abnormal data. The first step of the approach is to
visualize the number of classes in the data using PCA score plots, the SPE
and T2 charts. The historical data are then classified into different classes us-
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ing k-means clustering. In the next step, we apply global Fisher discriminant
analysis (FDA) to normal data and all classes of fault data to obtain a clear
class visualization of high-dimensional data. In the last step, pair-wise FDA
is applied to normal data and each class of fault data to find fault directions
that optimally separate fault data from normal data. The weights in fault
directions are used to generate contribution plots for fault diagnosis. The new
approach is applied to the fault diagnosis of a simulation example, the quadru-
ple tank process, and an industrial polyester film process. The results show
that the pair-wise FDA provides an optimal set of fault directions in terms
of distinguishing fault data from normal data and is shown to be superior for
fault diagnosis compared to PCA based contribution plots. Furthermore, in
the industrial example, the visualization of lower-dimensional representation
in FDA Fisher space gives a clearer view in terms of maximizing the separation
amongst multiple classes than that in the PCA score space.
It should be noted that FDA is a widely used technique in pattern
classification [84], but its use for analyzing chemical process data has not
been explored until recently [12, 13]. The basic idea of FDA is to find the
Fisher optimal discriminant vector such that the Fisher criterion function is
maximized. While PCA seeks directions that are efficient for representation,
FDA seeks directions that are efficient for discrimination. Therefore, FDA
has advantages for fault visualization and diagnosis from a theoretical point
of view [12]. In this work, we develop a novel fault diagnosis approach based
on fault directions in pair-wise FDA.
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The organization of the chapter is as follows. Section 5.2 gives prelimi-
naries which provide some background knowledge on PCA, FDA and k-means
clustering. Section 5.3 introduces the new fault diagnosis method that includes
data pre-analysis, fault visualization and fault diagnosis using fault directions
defined by pair-wise FDA. A simulation example is given in Section 5.4 to
demonstrates the advantage of the pair-wise FDA for fault diagnosis. Section
5.5 presents an application of pre-analysis, fault visualization and fault diag-
nosis to an industrial example. Section 5.6 gives conclusions to the chapter.
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4.2 Preliminary
In this section, we briefly review some relevant methods for fault diag-
nosis and classification. The fault detection and diagnosis method based on
PCA will be introduced first, then we will review FDA which is the basis of
the proposed fault diagnosis method. Finally, we will introduce the k-means
clustering method, which is used in the data pre-analysis.
4.2.1 PCA-based process monitoring
Principal component analysis in many ways forms the basis of mul-
tivariate data analysis [102]. Let X0 ∈ <n×m denote the raw data matrix
with n samples (rows) and m variables (columns). X0 is first scaled to a ma-
trix X with zero mean for covariance-based PCA and, with unit variance for
correlation-based PCA. By either the NIPALS [102] or a singular value de-
composition (SVD) algorithm, the scaled matrix X is decomposed as follows:







where T ∈ <n×l and P ∈ <m×l are the score matrix and the loading matrix,
respectively. The PCA projection reduces the original set of m variables to l
principal components. The decomposition is made such that [T T̃ ] is orthog-
onal and [P P̃ ] is orthonormal. The columns of P are actually eigenvectors
of the covariance or correlation matrix of the variables associated with the l
largest eigenvalues, and the columns of P̃ are the remaining eigenvectors. For
fault detection in a new sample vector x, the squared prediction error (SPE)
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and the Hotelling’s T2 are often used. The SPE statistic indicates how well
each sample conforms to the model, measured by the projection of the sample
vector on the residual space:
SPE =‖ x̃ ‖2=‖ (I − PP T ) x ‖2 (4.2)
The process is considered normal if
SPE ≤ δ2α (4.3)
where δ2α denotes the upper control limit for SPE with a significance level
α. An expression for δ2α has been developed by Jackson and Mudholkar [60]
assuming that x follows a normal distribution.
The Hotelling’s T2 is a measure of the variation in principal component
space:
T 2 = xT PΛ−1P T x (4.4)
The T2 statistic forms an ellipse, which represents the joint limits of variations
that can be explained by a set of common causes. For a given significance level
α, the process is considered normal if
T 2 ≤ T 2α (4.5)
where the upper control limit T 2α can be calculated or approximated in several
ways [80]. If both process data X and quality data Y are available and one
wishes to extract variations in X that contribute to Y , PLS should be used
instead of PCA. PLS attempts to extract the latent variables that not only
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explain the variations in the process data X, but also the variations in X
which are more predictive of the quality data Y . Since only the process data
will be used in this work, PLS will not be discussed. Interested readers should
refer to [67, 69, 101].
The SPE and Hotelling’s T2 are adequate to detect when the process
is out-of-control, but they cannot indicate which variables are responsible for
the malfunction. The contribution plots are well known tools for fault diag-
nosis [66, 68, 71, 72, 75], which break down the SPE or T2 into each element
corresponding to the contribution from each variable. The contribution for





where x̃i is the contribution to SPE from the i
th variable. If a sample has an
abnormal SPE, the variables with the largest contributions are investigated.
The contribution plot on PCA scores indicates how significant is the
effect of each variable on the T2. The variables with the largest contributions
are considered major contributors to the fault. The T2 contribution can be
defined in several ways [75, 76, 79, 99]. Upper control limits for contribution
plots are discussed in [16, 79, 99].
4.2.2 Fisher discriminant analysis
Fisher discriminant analysis is a widely used technique in pattern clas-
sification. The basic idea of FDA is to find the Fisher optimal discriminant
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vector such that the Fisher criterion function is maximized. The higher-
dimensional feature space then can be projected onto the obtained optimal
discriminant vectors for constructing a lower-dimensional feature space. Let
X ∈ <n×m be a set of m-dimensional samples x ∈ <m and the matrix Xi is
the subset containing ni rows of X corresponding to the samples from class i.


















(x− x̄i)(x− x̄i)T (4.9)
is the within-class scatter matrix for class i and P (ωi) is the a priori probability
of class i, generally, P (ωi) = 1/c.
Let x̄ be the mean vector of all samples in X, the between-class scatter




P (ωi)(x̄i − x̄)(x̄i − x̄)T (4.10)







where the maximizer ϕ is the Fisher optimal discriminant direction which
maximizes the ratio of the between-class scatter to the within-class scatter. It
is easy to show that a vector ϕ that maximize J(·) must satisfy
Sbϕ = λSwϕ (4.12)
for some constant λ, which is a generalized eigenvalue problem. If Sw is non-
singular, we can obtain a conventional eigenvalue problem by writing
S−1w Sbϕ = λϕ (4.13)
4.2.3 k-means clustering
Industrial data usually contain both normal and abnormal data in high
dimensional space, making it difficult to segregate manually. In this work,
k-means clustering is used to isolate different classes of data. k-means clus-
tering can best be described as a partitioning method which partitions the
samples in the data set into mutually exclusive clusters. Unlike the hierarchi-
cal clustering methods, k-means clustering does not create a tree structure to
describe the groupings in the data set, but rather creates a single level of clus-
ters. Compared to hierarchical clustering methods, k-means is more effective
for clustering large amounts of data. The number of clusters, k, needs to be
determined at the onset. The idea behind k-means clustering is to divide the
samples into k clusters such that some metric relative to the centroids of the
clusters is minimized. Various metrics to the centroids that can be minimized
include:
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• maximum distance to its centroid for any sample
• sum of the average distance to the centroids over all clusters
• sum of the variance over all clusters
• total distance between all samples and their centroids
The metric to minimize and the choice of a distance measure will determine
the shape of the optimum clusters.
Suppose we are given X ∈ <m×n, a set of m samples in n-dimensional
space <n, and an integer k, and the problem is to determine a set of k centroids






‖xj − µc‖2 (4.14)
A general algorithm is:





2 , · · · , µ(0)k . Set iteration i = 0.
2. Assign each sample xj to the cluster with the nearest centroid µ
(i)
c .
3. When all samples have been assigned, recalculate the positions of the k
centroids
µ(i+1)c = E{xj}xj∈µ(i)c (4.15)
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until the centroids no longer move.
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The above k-means algorithm uses an iterative procedure which converges to
one of the local minima. The computational complexity is O(mnkT ) where T
is the number of iterations. In practice, the number of iterations is generally
much less than the number of samples [84]. It is known that k-means are
sensitive to initial starting conditions. Despite this limitation, the algorithm
is used fairly frequently as a result of its ease of implementation. One way to
find good optima is to do many runs of k-means, each from a different random
starting points, and find the best minimum in terms of (4.14).
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4.3 Fault Diagnosis Using Fault Directions in FDA
In this section, we present our proposed approach in three steps: data
pre-analysis, fault visualization, and fault diagnosis. We start with the as-
sumption that the historical data contain unclassified normal and multiple
classes of abnormal data. By incorporating process knowledge, the first step
of the approach is to visualize the number of classes in the data using PCA
score plots, SPE chart and T2 chart, the historical data are then classified
into different classes using k-means clustering. In the next step, global FDA
is applied to obtain a clear fault visualization in 2-D or 3-D Fisher space. Fi-
nally, pair-wise FDA is applied to normal data and each class of fault data to
find fault direction that optimally separates each fault data from normal data.
The weights in fault directions are used to generate contribution plots for fault
diagnosis. The entire process, including pre-analysis of historical data, fault
visualization and fault diagnosis, is summarized in Figure 4.1 and each step is
discussed in the following subsections.
4.3.1 Data pre-analysis
In this step, a PCA model is built for the whole data set which contains
both normal and abnormal data. Clusters are visualized in PCA 2-D or 3-D
score space. The total number of clusters k can usually be revealed in the
PCA score plot, although the clusters are not maximally separated. Then a
finer analysis that incorporates process knowledge is conducted to determine


























Figure 4.1: Overall flow chart of the proposed pre-analysis, fault visualization
and fault diagnosis method
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normal samples to build the normal PCA model. Ambiguous data points dur-
ing the transition between clusters can be ignored. After k is identified, X is
partitioned into k disjoint classes: X0, X1, · · · , Xk−1 by applying k-means clus-
tering. This step usually involves several iterations by incorporating process
knowledge.
4.3.2 Fault visualization
Data visualization is an active research field in computer science and is
a desirable feature for process engineers to perform fault diagnosis. Although
the data are high dimensional, it is possible to project the fault classes to
low dimensional space using dimension reduction techniques such as PCA and
FDA.
In this step, we apply global FDA to all classes identified in the first
step. The within-class and between-class scatter matrices are calculated by
Equations (4.8) and (4.10). Similar to the score plot based on PCA, we project
high-dimensional data on to ϕ1 and ϕ2, corresponding to the first two largest
eigenvalues λ1 and λ2, to obtain 2-D visualization of normal and fault data
in FDA Fisher space. Because of the discrimination nature of FDA, we will
have a better fault visualization than that in the PCA score space. This will
be demonstrated in an industrial example later in this chapter.
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4.3.3 Fault diagnosis
After the normal and fault data are properly classified, the next step
is to characterize faults by pair-wisely applying FDA to normal data, denoted
as X0, and each class of fault data Xi (i = 1, · · · , k − 1). The scatter matrix






(x− x̄0)(x− x̄0)T (4.16)






(x− x̄i)(x− x̄i)T (4.17)
Therefore the within-class scatter matrix is
Sw = S0 + Si (4.18)
Let x̄ be the mean vector of samples in X0 and Xi, the between-class scatter




(x̄j − x̄)(x̄j − x̄)T (4.19)
Since we include only two classes in pair-wise FDA analysis, by substituting
Equations (4.18) and (4.19) into Equation (4.12) and solving the generalized
eigenvalue problem we will obtain only one significant eigenvalue λi and one
Fisher direction, i.e., the eigenvector ϕi, corresponding to this single significant
λi. This Fisher direction is the optimal direction which discriminates fault data
Xi from normal data X0 according to the Fisher criterion. This direction best
characterizes the effect of the fault relative to the normal data. Therefore, we
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define this Fisher direction ϕi as the fault direction for Xi. The weights in ϕi
are used to generate the contribution plot for fault Xi. For a fault direction
ϕi = [φ1, φ2, · · · , φj, · · · , φm]T (4.20)
the jth element φj is the contribution from the j
th variable. Note that φj
represents an average contribution over ni samples in Xi because the fault
direction is calculated based on all samples in Xi. The new fault diagnosis
method is illustrated in Figure 4.2 where we start with isolated normal and
fault data obtained from data pre-analysis. The fault direction is calculated
by performing pair-wise FDA on normal and each class of fault data, then we
examine the contribution plot based on the fault direction to determine the
root cause of the fault. This process is repeated until all faults are analyzed.
A simple illustrative example is used here to demonstrate the procedure
of finding fault directions and creating contribution plots using fault directions
in pair-wise FDA. The data are generated in the following way using Matlab:
1. Normal samples (x0, y0):
x0 = randn(200, 1);
y0 = 0.7 ∗ randn(200, 1);
2. Fault samples (x1, y1) with bias in x direction:
x1 = x0 + 6 + noise;
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Figure 4.2: Pair-wise FDA flow chart
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Figure 4.3(a) shows the scatter plot of the samples where stars are normal
samples and x-mark’s are fault samples with a mean shift in x direction.
By performing FDA on normal and fault data, we find fault direction
ϕ1 = [−0.00891 0.99996]T which is shown in Figure 4.3(a) as black dash
line. For comparison, PCA direction is shown as gray dash line and PCA
residual direction is shown as gray solid line in the same plot. The con-
tribution plot is shown as the bar chart of ϕ1 in Figure 4.3(b) where the
gray bar is the contribution from x while the black bar is the contribu-
tion from y. Also included in Figure 4.3(b) are averaged contributions
to SPE and T2 based on PCA. We observe that contribution plot based
on FDA and PCA T2 correctly indicate that a fault in x direction is
the root cause of the fault while PCA SPE based contribution plot leads
to the opposite conclusion. Now we look at another situation where we
have a bias fault in y direction instead of in x direction:
3. Fault samples (x2, y2) with bias in y direction are generated as follows:
x2 = x0 + noise;
y2 = y0 + 6 + noise;
The scatter plot is shown in Figure 4.3(c). It can be seen in Figure 4.3(d)
that the contribution plot based on PCA T2 gives incorrect conclusion while
contribution plots based on PCA SPE gives correct fault direction which is















































Figure 4.3: (a) Scatter plot – case 1; (b) Contribution plots – case 1; (c)
Scatter plot – case 2; (d) Contribution plots – case 2
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To summarize, contribution plots based on PCA T2 and SPE do not
give consistent conclusions for these two cases while contribution plots based on
FDA fault directions give correct and consistent conclusions. Here we did not
scale the variance of the data. If the normal data was scaled to unit variance,
the fault direction angle based on PCA would be 45◦ and the contributions
would be the same for two variables - no matter what kind of fault occurred
to the fault data [80].
In the next two sections, the new approach is applied to the fault di-




In this section, the quadruple-tank process is used as a simulation ex-
ample to demonstrate the advantage of the pair-wise FDA for fault diagnosis.
The quadruple-tank process was originally developed by Johansson [61] as a
novel multivariate laboratory process. This process consists of four intercon-
nected water tanks, two pumps and associated valves. A schematic diagram
of the process is shown in Figure 4.4. The inputs are the voltages supplied to
the pumps, v1 and v2, and the outputs are the water levels h1 ∼ h4. The flow
to each tank is adjusted using the associated valves γ1 and γ2.














































For tank i, Ai is the cross-section of the tank, ai the cross-section of the outlet
hole, and hi the water level. The voltage applied to pump i is vi and the
corresponding flow is kivi. The parameters γ1, γ2 ∈ (0, 1) are determined from
how the valves are set prior to an experiment. The water flow rate to tank
1, i.e. f1, is γ1k1v1 and the flow rate to tank 4, i.e. f4, is (1 − γ1)k1v1 and















Figure 4.4: Schematic diagram of the quadruple-tank process
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parameter values of this process are given in Table 4.1. The data is generated
by Equations (4.21) ∼ (4.24), where γi and vi are corrupted by independently
Gaussian white noise with zero mean and standard deviation of 0.01 and 0.05
respectively, which are about 1 ∼ 2% of their upper limit or steady-state value.
Measured hi is corrupted by Gaussian distributed white noise with zero mean
and standard deviation of 0.1 and measured γi and vi contain the same level
of noise as the input γi and vi respectively.
Two cases, sensor fault and tank leakage, are studied in this work.
In both cases, PCA T2 chart and SPE chart are applied to detect the fault.
Contribution plots based on both PCA and FDA fault directions are used to
diagnose the fault and their performances are compared.
4.4.1 Case 1: sensor fault
We generate 100 normal data samples with sampling interval 10s, and
then generate additional 100 samples with a bias fault ∆h4 = 0.3 in sensor
h4. Figure 4.5 shows the time series data of the process variables: water levels
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h1 ∼ h4 and flow rates to tanks f1 ∼ f4. It is almost impossible for bare eyes
to detect the sensor fault in h4 from these plots due to the small magnitude of
the bias. First, PCA is applied to analyze these data. A PCA model is built
based on the first 100 observations and 4 PC’s are kept in the model which
capture about 76% of the total variance. The SPE and T2 charts for normal
and fault observations are given in Figure 4.6 with upper control limits. Both
charts captured the subtle change in the process and clearly indicate that
there is something went wrong after 1000s. Contribution plot is then created
to diagnose the fault. The averaged contribution plot based on PCA SPE in
Figure 4.7(a) does not explicitly indicate that h4 is the root cause of the fault.
Instead, both h2 and h4 are identified as the biggest contributors to this fault.
FDA is then applied to diagnose the same fault. The FDA model is built
based on the fault detection knowledge from PCA that there are two different
classes of observations: the first 100 normal observations and the second 100
fault observations. The fault direction ϕ is found by solving Equation (4.12).
The contribution plot based on FDA fault direction is shown in Figure 4.7(b)
which clearly indicates that h4 is the only root cause of the fault.
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Figure 4.6: SPE and T2 charts with 95% limit (the sensor fault in h4 is intro-
duced after 1000s)
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Figure 4.7: Contribution plots based on PCA model (a) and FDA fault direc-
tion (b) with sensor fault in h4
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4.4.2 Case 2: tank leakage
The data generation in case 2 is similar to case 1. A leakage in tank 1
is introduced after 1000s. We assume that there is a small hole at the bottom
of tank 1 with the cross-section aleak = 0.005 cm
2. The mass balance equation

















where the last term corresponds to the leakage of tank 1. Mass balance equa-
tions for other tanks do not change. Figure 4.8 shows the time series data of
the process variables consist of 100 normal data and 100 abnormal data. As
in case 1, a PCA model is built based on normal data using 4 PC’s. Both SPE
chart and T2 chart in Figure 4.9 detect the fault correctly. However, h1 and h3
are identified as the root cause of the fault as indicated in the contribution plot
based on PCA SPE in Figure 4.10(a). Figure 4.10(b) shows the contribution
plot based on the fault direction in FDA model, which is built based on the
same procedure as in case 1. h1 is explicitly identified as the root cause of the
fault.
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Figure 4.9: SPE and T2 charts with 95% limit (the leakage in h1 is introduced
after 1000s)
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Figure 4.10: Contribution plots based on PCA model (a) and FDA fault di-
rection (b) with leakage in h1
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4.5 Pre-analysis, Visualization and Diagnosis for an In-
dustrial Film Process
In the simulation example, we only demonstrated the third step of the
proposed approach - fault diagnosis using fault directions in FDA. Now we ap-
ply all three steps to an industrial polyester film manufacturing process. The
process data contain a total of 2879 samples, which are mixture of normal and
abnormal samples. Each sample consists of 103 measured process or monitor-
ing variables belong to seven different operation zones, as shown in Table 4.2,
to describe a unit or a specific physical or chemical operation [79]. This process
Table 4.2: Polyester film manufacturing process variables divided
into blocks [79]
Block number Process section Variables in each block
1 Drying zone 1-9
2 Extrusion zone 10-29
3 Melt pipes zone 1 30-40
4 Melt pipes zone 2 41-52
5 Die zone 53-61
6 Casting zone 62-77
7 Tenter zone 78-103
is used to illustrate a realistic scenario for data pre-analysis, fault visualiza-
tion, and fault diagnosis. In the first step, the k-means clustering method
is used in conjunction with PCA based SPE chart and T2 chart to classify
the historical data into normal and abnormal operating regions. In the second
step, global FDA is applied to visualize faults in 2-D Fisher space. In the third
step, pair-wise FDA is applied to find fault directions that best isolate fault
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Figure 4.11: Clusters in the polyester film process data
data from normal data. These directions are interpreted as variable contribu-
tions for fault diagnosis and their performances are compared to PCA-based
contribution plots.
4.5.1 Historical data pre-analysis
A preliminary PCA score plot based on all process data is shown in
Figure 4.11 to visualize the clusters in the data set. We can see that there are
several clusters. With the help from the plant engineers we know that the data
cluster with an ellipse is normal while others are abnormal. From this plot it
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is difficult to see whether there are two or three clusters outside the ellipse. So
we rebuild PCA model based on the first 1000 normal process data only, then
project the whole data set onto this PCA model. Figure 4.12(a) shows the
SPE plot based on the PCA model and Figure 4.12(b) shows the Hotteling’s T2
plot. From these figures, we see clearly that there are four operation regions
where A is the normal region, B, C, and D are fault regions. Figure 4.13
shows the PCA scores with approximately labelled regions based on SPE and
T2 charts in Figure 4.12. To determine the boundary of each region, k-means
clustering is applied to obtain the exact category for each sample. Figure 4.14
shows the k-means clustering results in PCA scores space. The classes vs.
samples are shown in Figure 4.15 where classes A, B, C and D correspond to



























Figure 4.12: (a) SPE chart and (b) T2 chart
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Figure 4.13: PCA approximately classified clusters in PCA score space
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Figure 4.14: k-means classified clusters in PCA score space
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Figure 4.15: Class patterns in the polyester film process data
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4.5.2 Fault visualization
After removing ambiguous samples from the transitional regions, we
perform PCA based on all remaining samples to get an overall view of four
classes as shown in Figure 4.16. We also perform global FDA on this reduced
data set, the results are shown in Figure 4.17. By comparing Figure 4.16 and
Figure 4.17 we observe that each cluster is more compact and better separated
in FDA Fisher space than in PCA score space. It is interesting to note that,
in FDA Fisher space, fault C is closer to normal region A than faults B and
D, which is consistent with SPE and T2 plots (Figure 4.12) where fault C has
smaller SPE and T2 values than faults B and D, while we do not observe this
from PCA score plot. The comparison shows that PCA seeks directions that
are efficient for representation while FDA seeks directions that are efficient for
discrimination.
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Figure 4.16: Clusters in PCA score space after deleting transitional samples
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Figure 4.17: Clusters in FDA Fisher space after deleting transitional samples
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4.5.3 Fault diagnosis
After the process data is classified into disjoint classes, the proposed
pair-wise FDA is applied to the diagnosis of faults B, C and D. The contri-
bution plots based on FDA fault directions for faults B, C and D are given
in Figure 4.18 on left hand side (Figures (a), (c) and (e), respectively). For
comparison, contribution plots based on the PCA model are also given in
Figure 4.18 on right hand side (Figures (b), (d) and (f), respectively).
• Fault B: The contribution plot based on FDA fault direction, Fig-
ure 4.18 (a), indicates that several variables in extrusion zone contribute
to this fault. The variable plots in Figure 4.19 show that oscillation of
several temperature loops (Variables 25 and 28) and a step change in the
power of extrusion filter (Variable 32) caused this fault. However, from
the contribution plot based on PCA, Figure 4.18 (b), only Variable 28 is
identified while Variables 25 and 32 are not identified.
• Fault C: The contribution plot based on FDA fault direction, Fig-
ure 4.18 (c), reveals that a group of variables in melt pipes zone 1 caused
this fault. Among them, Variables 31 and 32 are the biggest contributors.
The variable plots in Figure 4.20 show that offset in die flange powers
(Variables 31 and 32) caused this fault. The contribution plot based on
PCA, Figure 4.18 (d), also indicate that the fault was occurred in melt
pipes zone 1 as a group of variables in that zone are identified. However,
Variables 13 and 96 are also identified as two of the biggest contributors.
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Since Variable 13 is located at extrusion zone while Variable 96 is located
at tenter zone, it is unlikely that these two variables contribute to the
fault occurred in the melt pipes zone 1. Besides, changes in Variable 96
as shown in Figure 4.20 would lead to larger SPE or T2 value in Fault
C than in Fault B, which is not true as we can see from Figure 4.12.
• Fault D: The contribution plot based on FDA fault direction, Fig-
ure 4.18 (e), indicates that this fault was occurred in tenter zone because
several variables in that zone are identified. Process knowledge indicates
that this fault is caused by the power drops in STR reheating (Variable
82) and STR crystallizer (Variables 96 and 98) and power increase in
STR cooling (Variable 99). These variables together control the film
temperature in tenter zone. These changes affected several other vari-
ables down-stream, but they do not have any impact before the die zone.
The contribution plot based on PCA, Figure 4.18 (f), does not clearly
indicate where this fault occurs and the contributing variables spread
across the whole process, which is unlikely true. From variable plots in
Figure 4.21, we observe sudden changes in Variables 96 and 99. We also
observe that Variable 32 is not likely the root cause of this fault because
there is no obvious mean or variance change during that period.
In summary, contribution plots based on FDA fault directions give
better indications on which variables contribute to the faults than contribution





























































































































































Figure 4.21: Variables 32, 96, and 99 after scaling
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in fault diagnosis at the downstream of the process because of the spread
effect of the fault variables, while contribution plots based on FDA works
consistently across the process. The superior results of FDA fault directions
are due to the fact that FDA models the fault cluster as well as the normal
data cluster, while PCA models only the normal data cluster.
4.6 Conclusions
In order to use historical process data for process monitoring, it is im-
perative to isolate normal process data from a mixture of normal and abnormal
historical data. The proposed three-step procedure described in this chapter,
consisting of pre-analysis, visualization, and diagnosis, has been successfully
applied to an industrial polyester film process. In the pre-analysis step for
fault diagnosis, the k-means clustering method is applied in conjunction with
the PCA score chart, SPE chart and T2 chart to isolate data into different
classes which correspond to different process operating regions. A clear fault
visualization of high-dimensional data is obtained by applying global FDA to
normal and fault data. A contribution plot based on the fault directions in
pair-wise FDA is proposed to enhance the ability of fault diagnosis in multi-
variate statistical monitoring. The proposed method is applied to a simulated
quadruple-tank process, where diagnosis of the sensor fault and leakage fault
has been successfully conducted. In addition, the proposed method is applied
to the industrial polyester film process and provides better fault diagnosis than
PCA based contribution plots.
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It is always desirable in practice to have a method that can automati-
cally isolate historical process data into normal and fault clusters. This, how-
ever, cannot be achieved with the use of statistical methods alone. Process
knowledge must be incorporated to tell the normal region from abnormal clus-
ters and determine the total number of clusters. Once the normal data and
the number of fault clusters are determined, the remaining steps proposed in
this chapter are fairly automatic. Finally, the proposed method integrates
PCA, FDA and clustering analysis to take advantage of the strength of each
algorithm for a complete solution.
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Chapter 5
Multivariate Visualization in Statistical
Process Monitoring
Multivariate visualization techniques have been developed in the past
three decades in the fields of statistics, artificial intelligence and computer
graphics, and have been widely used in these fields as fundamental tools to
visually analyze and explore multivariate data. However, these multivariate
visualization techniques are typically applicable to relatively small data set
which may make these techniques not applicable to the visualization of chem-
ical processes where massive amount of data are generated on the daily ba-
sis. Besides, most of these techniques have been applied to static systems
or to visualizing static properties of dynamic systems, while most chemical
processes are dynamic systems and the visualization of the dynamic systems
is a more difficult, largely unsolved issue. In this work, the commonly used vi-
sualization techniques applied to relatively small static systems are evaluated
in the context of large dynamic systems. Dynamic parallel coordinates (DPC)
is proposed to visualize large data sets and capture dynamic characteristics.
Several factors which affect the quality of visualization are discussed. Variable
grouping is introduced to reduce clutter in handling large data sets and hierar-
chical visualization scheme is proposed based on variable grouping to provide
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a general framework for visualization and exploration of large multivariate
data sets. Alternatively, instead of visualizing the original high dimensional
raw data, some projection techniques have been developed to transfer high
dimensional data into some low dimensional space. In this work, principal
component analysis (PCA), partial least squares (PLS) and class-preserving
projection (CPP) are evaluated for class visualization of high dimensional data.
We also demonstrate that some commonly used classification methods such as
Fisher discriminant analysis (FDA) and support vector machines (SVM) can
be tailored for high dimension class visualization. A binary-tree approach
and a cross-selection approach are proposed based on SVM. The performance
of PCA, PLS, CPP, FDA and two approaches based on SVM are compared
using an industrial data set. The visualization of process dynamics in the
transformed space is investigated as well.
5.1 Introduction
The visualization of raw data, transformed data, and various analysis
results has been important since the start of chemometrics in the late 1960s and
early 1970s, and it is arguable that visualization and chemical interpretation
of plots form the true nature of chemometrics [29].
Multivariate visualization techniques have been developed in the fields
of statistics, artificial intelligence and computer graphics and have been widely
used in these fields as fundamental tools to allow human eyes to detect special
structures in data [62, 98]. In general, we are interested in the visualization
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of the static properties (such as outliers, clusters and variable correlations)
and dynamic properties (such as process drifts, shifts and oscillations) which










Figure 5.1: Visualization of static and dynamic properties in the original or
transformed spaces
In today’s chemical industry, massive amount of data are easily made
available in computer controlled processes, but at the same time, the visu-
alization of high dimensional data has been difficult. The classical scatter
plots in chemometrics do not generalize readily beyond three dimensions. For
this reason, alternative statistical multidimensional representations have been
proposed by several authors, such as Chernoff’s faces [11], star diagrams [25]
or radial plots as its variant [107], and parallel coordinates [1, 98]. However,
these methods are usually applicable to relatively small data sets. Due to this
limitation, these methods cannot be applied to the visualization of chemical
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processes due to a large number of samples and/or variables, and few visual-
ization techniques have been studied and applied to process monitoring and
control [1, 107]. Besides, most of the techniques mentioned above have been
applied to static systems or to visualizing static properties of the dynamic sys-
tems where the time stamp of each sample is not an issue, while most chemical
processes are dynamic systems and the visualization of the dynamic systems
is a more difficult, largely unsolved issue.
In this work, the commonly used visualization techniques applied to
static systems are evaluated in the context of dynamic systems. A new ap-
proach is proposed to accommodate large data sets and capture the character-
istics of dynamic systems. Variable grouping is introduced to reduce clutter
in handling large data sets and hierarchical visualization scheme is proposed
based on variable grouping to provide a general framework for visualization
and exploration of large multivariate data sets.
Alternatively, instead of visualizing the original high dimensional raw
data, some projection techniques such as principal component analysis (PCA),
partial least squares (PLS) and class-preserving projection (CPP) [21] have
been developed to transform high dimensional data into some low dimensional
space such that the original distances or similarities among observations are
(nearly) preserved. The transformed data are then visualized as scatter plots
in two or three dimensional space. In general, if high dimensional data can
be represented in two or three dimensions, then outliers, variable correlations,
and distinguishable clusters can often be discerned visually. In addition to the
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projection methods we mentioned above, in this work, we also demonstrate
that some commonly used classification methods such as Fisher discriminant
analysis (FDA) [12, 46] and support vector machines (SVM) can be tailored
for the visualization of high dimensional data. All these methods mentioned
above are not well studied in the field of high-dimensional data visualization.
Through this chapter, two data sets from chemical processes will be
used as example data sets for comparison of various visualization techniques.
One is from the simulation of Tennessee Eastman process (TEP) [12] which
consists of 980 samples with 52 variables. The other is an industrial polyester
film process (PFP) data set which consists of 2808 samples with 103 variables.
Unless otherwise specified, all data sets are subtracted by the mean of the
normal operation data and then divided by the standard deviation of the
normal operation data such that the normal operation data have zero mean
and unit variance.
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of the
most commonly used multivariate visualization techniques for the visualization
of static properties in the original variable space. The visualization of process
dynamics in the original variable space is presented in Section 3. Section 4
presents visualization of data clusters in the transformed space using some
projection methods, including PCA, PLS, CPP and methods we proposed
based on FDA, and SVM. Section 5 includes the discussion of the visualization
of process dynamics in the transformed space, and we conclude with summary
of our contributions in Section 6.
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5.2 Visualization of Static Properties in the Original
Variable Space
As discussed in Section 5.1, many techniques have been developed for
the visualization of multivariate data sets that are becoming increasingly com-
mon. In this section, several approaches such as scatter plots and parallel
coordinates are reviewed and their advantages and limitations are discussed.
5.2.1 Scatter plots
Scatter plots are one of the oldest and most commonly used methods
to visualize high dimensional data in 2-D or 3-D spaces. There are two ways
in which scatter plots are used to represent the data. One way is to visualize
the n-dimensional raw data by generating multiple two-dimensional scatter
plots for pairs of dimensions. The other way is the scatter plots based on the
projection methods such as PCA, three-way analysis, FDA etc.. The later will
be covered in Section 4 and here we refer to the former. An example of such
scatter plots of the TEP data set for 5 variables is presented in Figure 5.2
where we observe larger variation in variable 9 than in other four variables.
Advantages of scatter plots include ease of interpretation and relative insen-
sitivity to the number of samples in the data set. One major limitation of
scatter plots is that they are most effective with small numbers of variables, as
increasing the dimensionality results in decreasing the screen space provided
for each projection [103]. For example, the original data set we used to gener-
ate Figure 5.2 has 52 variables while only 5 are displayed. It would be difficult
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to put 52 by 52 figures into a single plot. Another limitation of scatter plots is
that they are generally restricted to orthogonal views and difficult to discover
relationships which span more than two dimensions. Also, it is impossible to
discover the dynamic properties of the data set by inspecting scatter plots.












Figure 5.2: Scatter plots of TEP data with 5 variables only
5.2.2 Parallel coordinates
Parallel coordinates is a technique pioneered in the 1970’s which has
been applied to the visualization of a diverse set of multidimensional prob-
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lems [58]. Recently it has been successfully applied to the detection of ab-
normal events for a waste-water treatment plant [1]. In this method, each
dimension corresponds to an axis, and the axes are organized as uniformly
spaced vertical lines. Each observation in n-dimensional space manifests itself
as a connected set of points, one on each axis. Some properties and statistical
interpretations as a projective transformation are discussed in [98]. Figure 5.3
shows an example of the parallel coordinates using the same data as in Fig-
ure 5.2 and large variation in variable 9 is detected. The advantage of parallel
coordinates is that each sample is represented in a planar diagram, so each
sample component has essentially the same representation [98]. Also, the in-
dividual parallel coordinate axes represent one-dimensional projections of the
data and thus separation on any one axis represents a view of the data that
allows the detection of clustering. The major limitation of the parallel coor-
dinates is that large data sets can cause difficulty in interpretation; as each
observation generates a line, lots of observations can lead to rapid clutter.
Another limitation is that relationships between non-adjacent coordinates are
much more difficult to perceive than between adjacent coordinates. Also, as
the number of dimensions increases, the axes get closer to each other which
makes it more difficult to perceive structure or clusters. As in scatter plots,
the dynamic behavior of the data set is not revealed in parallel coordinates.
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Figure 5.3: Parallel coordinates of the same data set as in Figure 5.2
5.2.3 Other types of plots
Chernoff’s faces, star plots or radial plots and their variants are es-
sentially icon or symbol based representations. Radial plots have been used
in the context of business process monitoring and control where a statistical
process control (SPC) chart using radial plots is used to relate the variation
of the process to other variables that are being observed simultaneously with
the variable that is charted [107]. This type of display allows the process to
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be analyzed as a whole, while visualizing the effects from multiple process
variables. However, these plots can hardly be extended to several dozens of
variables which is very common in chemical processes. Also, the clearness of
these plots degrades quickly as the number of samples increases.
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5.3 Visualization of Process Dynamics in the Original
Variable Space
In Section 5.2 we discussed the visualization of static properties in the
original variable space. In this section, we focus on the visualization of the
process dynamics in the original variable space. Extruded parallel coordinates
will be discussed first, then an extension of extruded parallel coordinates is
proposed to improve the effectiveness of the technique. Contour plots are also
explored and several factors which affect the quality of visualization are dis-
cussed. Then, hierarchical visualization based on variable grouping is proposed
to tackle the clutter problem and provide a general framework for handling
large data sets.
5.3.1 Extruded parallel coordinates (EPC)
Displaying the variable trajectories is an important task to allow direct
global visualization of the behavior of a dynamic system [34]. Traditional
parallel coordinates are less effective when the dimension gets bigger. Also,
traditional parallel coordinates do not reveal the system dynamic behavior.
In order to visualize the behavior of higher dimensional dynamic systems,
extruded parallel coordinates have been developed based on the traditional
parallel coordinates [34]. Instead of using the same coordinate system for each
sample, now the extruded parallel coordinates are moving along the time axis.
Figure 5.4 shows extruded parallel coordinates of the TEP data set with all
52 variables. Increasing variation in several variables at the second half of the
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process are uncovered. However, because both the number of samples and the

























Figure 5.4: EPC plot of the TEP data
5.3.2 Dynamic parallel coordinates (DPC)
Based on the fact that the adjacent variables in EPC may not be well
correlated, we propose a new parallel coordinates which eliminate the connec-
tions between adjacent dimensions; instead, we connect samples of one variable
at different time together. Since this type of parallel coordinates reveals the
process dynamics along the time axis, we name it dynamic parallel coordinates
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(DPC). Figure 5.5 shows the same data set in dynamic parallel coordinates
and it clearly reveals the dynamic behavior of the system which we do not see

























Figure 5.5: DPC plot of the TEP data
5.3.3 Contour plots
Contour plots have been widely used by geographers and the most
popular classic way of visualizing peaks and valleys is using contours plots,
as it is done on topographic maps. However, contour plots are not widely
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used in chemometrics. There are two kinds of contour plots, 2-D contour
plots in which contours are drawn on a plane, and 3-D plots that produces
level curves in a 3-D space. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the TEP data in 2-
D and 3-D contour plots. Variation increase in three variables are revealed
in both figures. However, one drawback of contour plots is that they are
computationally intensive to generate and spatially expensive to save if many
contour lines are desired for large data sets. Another drawback is that unlike
topographic maps where adjacent values in both x and y directions are spatially
related, adjacent variables in Figures 5.6 and 5.7 may not be correlated very
well.
5.3.4 Factors affecting visualization quality
There are several factors which play important roles in the visualization.
Here we focus on scaling, smoothing and key variable identification. Scaling
is one of the most important factors which affect the quality of visualization.
Choosing the right scaling is as important as choosing the right visualization
technique. For example, auto-scale, which scale the variable to zero mean and
unit variance, is not a good way to scale the data for visualization although it
is effective in other analyses such as PCA. Figure 5.8 shows the same data set
as in Figure 5.5 with auto-scale where the process dynamics becomes much less
observable. One effective way of scaling for visualization is to scale the data
based on the process specification where the observed value is subtracted by
the nominal value and divided by the range of upper and lower control limits.
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Figure 5.6: 2-D contour plot of the TEP data
If process specification is not available, which is the case for the examples used
in this work, data sets are subtracted by the mean of the normal operation
data and then divided by the standard deviation of the normal operation data.
Besides scaling, smoothing can be important in some cases. It can
improve the quality of visualization if significant level of noise is present. Most
of the low-pass filters can serve this purpose.































Figure 5.7: 3-D contour plot of the TEP data
with unnoticeable changes will significantly improve the clearness of the visu-
alization. The criterion for key variable identification could be the threshold of
variance or the range so that only variables with significant variance or range
changes will be displayed. For example, most of the variables in Figure 5.5
experience almost no change across the process. Since we are more interested
in the variables which deviate from normal operation, a key variable identifi-
cation is desired to narrow down the visualizing variables. Figure 5.9 shows

























Figure 5.8: DPC plot of the TEP data with auto-scale
of their normal values.
5.3.5 Variable grouping and hierarchical visualization
To tackle the clutter problem faced by multivariate visualization tech-
niques when analyzing large-scale data sets, in addition to key variable iden-
tification, we propose a general framework of hierarchical visualization based
on variable grouping. The underlying principle of this approach is to provide
multi-resolution view of the data via variable grouping. Interested region can






















Figure 5.9: DPC plot of the TEP data with key variable identification
For chemical processes, variables can be conveniently grouped by oper-
ation unit, such as reactor, separator, or by variable type, such as temperature,
pressure, flow rate. Hierarchical visualization is implemented in the following
way as schemed in Figure 5.10: All variables are grouped by operation unit
first; then variables associated with the same operation unit are grouped by
variable type. Once a special event was detected in one unit, variables in that
unit are explored by type to further hunt down the problem. In order to see the
detail, individual variables in one unit with the same type could be displayed.
Depending on the application, the order of grouping can be switched and one
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of the grouping steps can be skipped. If necessary, key variable identification





Figure 5.10: Schematic diagram of hierarchical visualization based on variable
grouping
Figure 5.11 shows the DPC plot of the same data as in Figure 5.5 but
with variables grouped by 4 operation units. The number in the parenthesis
denotes how many variables are grouped in that unit. Variables in the same
group are drawn overlapped to each other. Figure 5.11 clearly indicates that
variables in all groups but the reactor are normal. Next step is to look into vari-
ables in the reactor group. Figure 5.12 shows reactor group variables grouped
again by type and the number of variables in each type is in the parenthesis.
While the level, pressure and compositions look normal, increasing variations
in temperatures and flow rates are observed. DPC plots of individual variable
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in these two groups are give in Figures 5.13 and 5.14 with abnormal variables
labelled. Because reactor cooling water flow rate directly affects reactor tem-
perature and cooling water outlet temperature, one reasonable guess of cause
would be the failure of cooling water flow control, which make the truth - the



























































































































Figure 5.14: DPC plot of temperatures in reactor group
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5.4 Visualization of Static Properties in the Transformed
Space
In previous section, visualization of static properties in the original vari-
able space is discussed. As we mentioned in Section 5.1, by some projection
methods, special structures in the high-dimensional space, such as outliers,
clusters, etc., can often be visualized in the transformed lower dimensional
space. And more often than not, the process change may occur not in any
single dimension but in the combination of multiple dimensions, the outliers
or clusters in the data set may be better visualized in some transformed space
than in the original space. In this section, we will be focusing on the visual-
ization of data clusters and the comparison of several projection approaches
in terms of visual class discrimination. The terms class and cluster are used
exchangeable in this work. The polyester film process (PFP) data is used in
this section to compare the performance of different visualization techniques
and it is known that the data set consists of four classes – one normal oper-
ation and three different types of faults, and class label is assigned to each
sample. Two most commonly used projection method – PCA and PLS, are
reviewed and applied to the PFP data first. Then two commonly used clas-
sification methods – FDA and SVM, are reviewed and tailored to the needs
of visualization. CPP shares some common characteristics with FDA, so it is
reviewed after FDA and compared to other methods.
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5.4.1 Principal component analysis (PCA)
PCA can significantly reduce the dimensionality of the data set by
transforming a number of correlated variables into a much smaller number of
uncorrelated variables called principal components (PC’s) [23]. The first PC
captures as much of the variability in the data as possible, and each succeeding
component captures as much of the remaining variability as possible. It has
been proven that the representation given by PCA is an optimal linear di-
mension reduction technique in the mean-squared sense [63]. Let X0 ∈ <n×m
denote the raw data matrix with n samples and m variables. It is first scaled
to a matrix X with zero mean for covariance-based PCA and, with unit vari-
ance for correlation-based PCA. By either the NIPALS [102] or a singular
value decomposition (SVD) algorithm, the scaled matrix X is decomposed as
follows:
X = TP T + X̃ (5.1)
where T ∈ <n×l and P ∈ <m×l are the score matrix and the loading matrix,
respectively, and X̃ is the residual matrix. The PCA projection reduces the
original set of m variables to l PC’s where T = XP contains the projections
of the observations or so called transformed observations. By drawing the
first several score vectors in 2-D or 3-D scatter plot, the maximum possible
variation captured by first several principal components is presented visually.
Notice that PCA does not make use of the class information.
Since PCA is good at representing the data, if the PCA model is built
based on data from all classes, the first few PCs would capture the most
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significant common characteristics of samples among different classes. So the
best separation of samples from different classes may not be observed within
the first few PC spaces. For example, 2-D scatter plot of the first two PCs in
Figure 5.15 and 3-D scatter plot of the first three PCs in Figure 5.16 do not
separate 4 classes in the PFP data very well.




















Figure 5.15: 2-D PCA score plot of the PFP data
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Figure 5.16: 3-D PCA score plot of the PFP data
5.4.2 Partial least squares (PLS)
PLS, also known as Projection to Latent Structures, is a projection
method which maximize the covariance between the predictor (independent)
matrix X and the predicted (dependent) matrix Y for each component of the
reduced space [13, 28]. For the visualization purpose, Y ∈ <n×1 is designed
to contain the class label for each observation. This type of PLS sometimes
is referred as discriminant PLS. As in PCA, X and Y are mean-centered and
properly scaled, and then decomposed into the same form as that in PCA. X
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is decomposed into a score matrix T ∈ <n×l and a loading matrix P ∈ <m×l,
plus a residual matrix X̃ ∈ <n×m:
X = TP T + X̃ (5.2)
Similarly, Y is decomposed into a score matrix U ∈ <n×l and a loading matrix
Q ∈ <1×l, plus a residual matrix Ỹ ′ ∈ <n×1:
Y = UQT + Ỹ ′ (5.3)
PLS determines the loading and score vectors which are correlated with Y
while describing a large amount of the variation in X by regressing U to T :
Û = TB (5.4)
where B ∈ <l×l is the diagonal regression matrix, which gives
Y = TBQT + Ỹ (5.5)
where Ỹ is the prediction error matrix. Since PLS takes the class information
into account when build the model, theoretically, it should perform better
than PCA in terms of class discrimination. 2-D and 3-D PLS score plots in
Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show improvement over PCA score plots.
5.4.3 Fisher discriminant analysis (FDA)
FDA is a widely used technique in pattern classification. The basic idea
of FDA is to find the Fisher optimal discriminant vector such that the ratio of
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Figure 5.17: 2-D PLS score plot of the PFP data
the between-class scatter to the within-class scatter is maximized. The higher-
dimensional feature space then can be projected onto the obtained optimal
discriminant vectors for constructing a lower-dimensional feature space. Let
X ∈ <n×m be a set of m-dimensional samples x ∈ <m and the matrix Xi is
the subset containing ni rows of X corresponding to the samples from class i.






































Figure 5.18: 3-D PLS score plot of the PFP data











(x− x̄i)(x− x̄i)T (5.8)
is the within-class scatter matrix for class i and P (ωi) is the a priori probability
of class i, generally, P (ωi) = 1/c.
Let x̄ be the mean vector of all samples in X, the between-class scatter
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P (ωi)(x̄i − x̄)(x̄i − x̄)T (5.9)






where the maximizer ϕ is the Fisher optimal discriminant direction which
maximizes the ratio of the between-class scatter to the within-class scatter. It
is easy to show that a vector ϕ that maximize J(·) must satisfy
Sbϕ = λSwϕ (5.11)
for some constant λ, which is a generalized eigenvalue problem. If Sw is non-
singular, we can obtain a conventional eigenvalue problem by writing
S−1w Sbϕ = λϕ (5.12)
The second Fisher direction is computed to maximize the same ratio among
all directions perpendicular to the first Fisher direction, and so on for the
remaining Fisher directions. The score matrix T is obtained by projecting the
observations X onto the Fisher directions φ:
T = Xφ (5.13)
where φ = [ϕ1ϕ2 · · ·ϕl].
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Unlike PCA which finds directions optimally representing the data set,
FDA finds the optimal directions which optimally separate samples from dif-
ferent classes. Because of the discrimination nature of FDA, FDA has ad-
vantages for class visualization from a theoretical perspective. Figures 5.19
and 5.20 show the scatter plot of PFP data in 2-D and 3-D Fisher spaces. It
is obvious that both Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20 better discriminate different
classes than any plot based on PCA or PLS projections.





















































Figure 5.20: 3-D FDA score plot of the PFP data
5.4.4 Class-preserving projection (CPP)
CPP is closely related to FDA and its generalizations [21]. Instead
of maximizing the ratio ϕ
T Sbϕ
ϕT Swϕ
as FDA does, CPP maximizes ϕT Sbϕ, i.e.,
CPP maximizes the distance between the projected means of different classes
by considering the between-class scatter Sb only while ignoring the within-
class scatter Sw. CPP has several advantages over FDA: First, FDA requires
the solution of a generalized eigenvalue problem if Sw is singular, which can
be computationally demanding for large data sets; CPP is dealing with an
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eigenvalue problem. Second, FDA does not preserve the distance between
class-means in the projection. CPP exactly preserves the distances between
the class-means, that is, the distances between the projected means are exactly
equal to the corresponding distances in the original high-dimensional space1.
The score matrix T is obtained similarly as in FDA:
T = Xφ (5.14)
Figures 5.21 and 5.22 show the 2-D and 3-D score plots based on CPP.
Compared to FDA projection, although the distances between class means
are “best” preserved, the compactness of each class and the clear separation
among classes are sacrificed.
5.4.5 Support vector machines (SVM)
SVM is a binary classification method whose foundations have been de-
veloped by Vapnik [94]. SVM is developed to solve the classification problem,
but they have been extended to the domain of regression problems [95]. In this
work, we focus on its classification function where SVM takes labelled data
from two classes as training data and generate a linear or nonlinear model for
classifying new unlabelled data into one of those two classes. In the linearly
separable case, which is the case studied in this work, SVM finds a sepa-
rating hyperplane that maximize the margin of separation between the two
1Distances are exactly preserved only if there are three or less classes, otherwise, distances
are preserved to the largest extent possible where the error due to projection is measured
in the 2-norm or Frobenius norm, or any unitarily invariant norm [21].
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Figure 5.21: 2-D CPP score plot of the PFP data
classes. The algorithm finds a hyperplane which is the linear combination of
the training data points, but most of the weights assigned to the data points
are zeros. The points having nonzero weights are called support vectors S
where S = {xi|xi ∈ X,αi 6= 0}. Consider the problem of separating the set of
training vectors belonging to two separate classes,
D = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), · · · , (xn, yn)}, x ∈ Rm, y ∈ {−1, 1} (5.15)
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Figure 5.22: 3-D CPP score plot of the PFP data
where xi is the m-dimensional data vector, yi is the known class for data vector
xi. The separating hyperplane is defined as





(αi · yi)xi, (5.17)
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where s is the number of support vectors, and αi’s are the support vector
coefficients that maximize the margin of separation between the two classes.
The classification for a new unlabelled point can be obtained from
fw,b(x) = sign(w · x + b) (5.18)
For visualization purpose, we define the projection direction as the vector ω,
which is normal to the separating hyperplane, and the transformed observa-
tions, i.e., the score vector:
t = Xω (5.19)
For 2-class case, in order to visualize the transformed observations in 2-D
space, we obtain the first coordinates as:
t1 = Xω + b (5.20)
The second coordinates are determined by applying SVM again to the observa-
tions other than support vectors S obtained previously for the first coordinates:
t2 = X
′ω′ + b′ (5.21)
where
X ′ = {xi|xi ∈ X, xi /∈ S} (5.22)
Notice here t1 and t2 may not be orthogonal.
For multi-class case, since SVM is essentially a 2-class classifier, en-
hancements are required. A direct multi-class extension of SVM is considered
in Vapnik, Crammer and Singer [18, 94], but usually the direct extension leads
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to a very complex optimization problem and tedious computation. Therefore,
multi-class problems are often solved by training several binary SVM classi-
fiers and fusing the outputs of the classifiers to find the global classification
decisions. Different coupling strategies are compared in Pöyhönen etc [78]. For
K-class problem, 1/2K(K − 1) 2-class classifiers are built. For visualization
purpose, we propose a binary tree approach which does not require to build
1/2K(K−1) 2-class classifiers and coupling is not necessary. A schematic dia-
gram is give in Figure 5.23 where observations consists of 4 classes (leaves) are
projected onto 3 directions (t1, t2 and t3) to optimally separate them. Alterna-
tively, instead of separating individual class completely, i.e., each leaf consists
of a single class, we propose another approach called cross-selection where each
classifier separates all classes into two groups and different groups have part of
their classes exchanged for each different classifier. Cross-selection approach
does not create a tree structure, but rather creates a single level of clusters. In
this way, the number of classifiers can be further reduced. Figure 5.24 shows
a schematic diagram of the cross-selection approach where 4 classes are sep-
arated by 2 classifiers. Cross-selection approach may not be able to separate
all classes completely even for the linear separable case. However, no matter
how many classifiers we obtained, in order to visualize different classes in 2-
D (3-D) space, only 2 (3) classifiers are actually used. Thus cross-selection
approach with 2 or 3 classifiers has better chance to give good overall sepa-
ration of classes than binary tree approach where more classifiers are needed
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Figure 5.23: Schematic diagram of binary tree SVM approach
Unlike FDA based class visualization which consider both within-class
and between-class scatter matrices, nor CPP which only consider within-class
scatter matrix while try to preserve class distances in the original space, SVM
classifier maximizes the distances between the boundaries of different classes.
Figures 5.25 and 5.26 show the 2-D and 3-D visualization of the PFP data
using the cross-selection approach and the binary tree approach. Both methods
separate different classes very well while the cross-selection approach uses fewer










Figure 5.24: Schematic diagram of cross-selection SVM approach



















































Figure 5.26: 3-D SVM score plot of the PFP data using the binary tree ap-
proach
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5.5 Visualization of Process Dynamics in the Trans-
formed Space
As we discussed in the previous section, process changes may occur not
in any single dimension but in the combination of multiple dimensions, which
makes the visualization of the process dynamics more difficult in the original
space than in some transformed spaces. Besides, as large data sets become
increasingly common nowadays, transformation of the high-dimensional data
into lower-dimensional space would allow users to get clearer view and easier
interpretation. In this section, we explore the visualization of process dynamics
using PCA and FDA.
PCA based squared prediction error (SPE) charts and Hotelling’s T 2
charts have been widely used in chemometrics to detect process dynamics
changes, i.e., faults or operation mode changes. As an example, the PCA
model is built for the TEP data based on the normal operation with 5 PC’s.
The time series plots of SPE and Hotelling’s T 2 in Figure 5.27 successfully de-
tected the process change occurred at 1500s. However, neither SPE nor T 2 tells
us what the change is (process shift, drift, oscillation, or variance increase?).
Since PCA transforms the original set of variables into a substantially smaller
set of uncorrelated variables that represents most of the information in the
original set of variables, we could think that the time series of the first several
components would represent the process dynamics. If the PCA model is built
based on the normal operation data, only the normal operation dynamics will
be maximally represented by principal components. For example, the projec-
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tions onto the first and second PC’s (scores) shown in Figure 5.28 show the
difference between the first half and the second half of the process. However, it
does not represent the process dynamics very well. Alternatively, if the PCA
model is built based on the data across the entire process, we would expect
that the first several PC’s would characterize the entire process. As we can see,
Figure 5.29 captures the characteristics of the process: the process is at steady
state during the first half of the process but starts to oscillate after that. This
is consistent with Figures 5.5 and 5.9. As another example, Figure 5.30 shows
the score plots of the PFP data corresponding to the projections onto the first
three PC’s where the PCA model is built based on the entire data set. If we
compare this figure with Figure 5.31 where the variables with the ten largest
variations are shown, it is easy to discover that scores 1 mimics the trends
of most of those variables with mean shifts at different periods and different
magnitudes, and scores 2 mimics the oscillations occurred in variables 25 and
28, and scores 3 is almost a copy of variable 74 with some effect from other
variables, for example, variable 54. From these two examples, we see that the
first few PC’s usually capture the most significant dynamics of the process,
which makes sense for plant engineers to monitor the first few PC’s instead
of all the original variables without missing the detection of process changes.
For online monitoring, recursive PCA (RPCA) [70] can be implemented.
Notice that the class information is not required for above-mentioned
PCA based process dynamics visualization method. If class information is





















Figure 5.27: PCA SPE and T 2 plot of the TEP data (90% control limits are
shown as dash lines)
shows FDA score plots of the PFP data. Compared to PCA score plots,
however, it is a less representative picture of the process dynamics because
FDA is developed for class discrimination by considering mean distances only
but ignoring other characteristics such as variation changes, oscillations. For
the TEP data, since there is no mean but variation change, FDA score plots














































































































































































Figure 5.33: FDA scores plot of the TEP data
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5.6 Conclusions
In this work, we have evaluated the most commonly used techniques
and methods we proposed in large scale dynamic systems for the visualization
of the static and dynamic properties in the original and transformed spaces.
Scatter plots and parallel coordinates are most efficient in visualizing static
properties for relatively small systems. Extruded parallel coordinates extends
the capability of traditional parallel coordinates to visualization of process
dynamics. Dynamic parallel coordinates is proposed to further improve the
effectiveness in dynamic visualization. Contour plots are also explored and
show some nice properties in the visualization of dynamic systems despite
their drawbacks. For all visualization techniques applied in the original space,
scaling, smoothing and key variable identification are important factors which
affect visualization quality. We have shown that scaling based on the process
specification or normal operation data provides much better results than auto-
scale in terms of process dynamics visualization. We also propose key variable
identification with threshold of variance or range as the criterion so that only
variables with significant variance or range changes will be displayed. In ad-
dition to key variable identification, to tackle the clutter problem when visu-
alizing large-scale data sets, we propose a general frame work of hierarchical
visualization based on variable grouping. The effectiveness of this approach is
illustrated in its application to a simulated chemical process. On class visual-
ization of high dimensional data in transformed spaces, methods we proposed
based on FDA and SVM show superior performance to PCA, PLS and CPP
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in terms of compactness of each class and clear separation among different
classes. We also have explored the visualization of process dynamics using
PCA and FDA and have shown that the first few PC’s usually capture the
most significant dynamics of the process when PCA model is built based on
the entire data set while FDA can only give a less representative picture of the
process dynamics or even fails to depict the process dynamics if only variance




6.1 Summary of Contributions
This dissertation presents several innovative techniques in industrial
process modeling and monitoring. The major contributions of this dissertation
are in the areas of industrial process modeling, fault diagnosis and industrial
process visualization.
• In many complex processes, especially for semiconductor manufacturing
processes, due to limited metrology information, feed back controls using
simple linear empirical models are not sufficient to control the process
tightly as complex interactions among manufacturing parameters are
not represented accurately. To address this issue, some first principles
models have been developed based on known physics and chemistry of
the process to better capture the process characteristics. However, due
to the complexity of the process, those first principles models usually
contains tens or hundreds of differential equations and the required com-
putation intensity makes the online application very difficult to meet
the high-volume manufacturing needs. In this case some simplifications
are necessary to make the model feasible for online control application,
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while still preserves the dominant process characteristics. Therefore, the
most important part of the modeling is to understand the physics and
chemistry behind the process, and make reasonable simplifications and
necessary transformations to build models accurate yet simple enough
for online application. This motivated the LPCVD modeling in this
dissertation and the major contributions are:
– A new thermal model is developed based on the energy balance
analysis among furnace elements, which accurately predicts wafer
temperatures using the furnace wall temperatures. The new model
appears to be the first transformed linear model which captures the
nonlinear relationship between the furnace wall temperature profile
and the wafer temperature profile
– The model can be solved with a direct algorithm instead of itera-
tive algorithms which are used in all existing thermal models. Since
the direct algorithm is non-iterative, there is no convergence prob-
lem, nor local minima problem related to nonlinear optimization.
In addition, the direct algorithm greatly reduces the computation
effort.
– Configuration factors are calculated by a finite area to finite area
method. This avoids numerical integration methods which are much
more difficult to implement and require more computation time.
– Model sensitivity analysis are performed analytically to provide in-
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sight into how cross-load wafer temperature profile can be affected
by different heating elements and doors.
Even in the cases where first principles models are not feasible due to
unknown or unmeasurable parameters, it is still vital to understand the
underlying principles of the process. In this case, a hybrid model based
on the mechanism of the process can be built to reproduce its behavior
very well. This motivated the modeling of valve stiction and the major
contributions are:
– Two recently published valve stiction models are analyzed and their
shortfalls are identified.
– Based on the typical input-output behavior of a sticky valve, a new
valve stiction model is developed which has much simpler structure
and more straightforward logic compared to other existing models.
The new model can be easily implemented to simulate a sticky
valve as part of a control loop to help understand the valve stiction
phenomenon and its impact on the performance of the control loop.
• Another trend in process industry is that massive amount of data be-
come more and more common, and the question is how to extract useful
information from the data and make use of it. One important area is
fault detection and diagnosis and many statistical analysis methods have
been developed in this area. In order to make better use of these meth-
ods, differences between different methods should be understood, and
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new methods can be developed by taking advantage of these differences.
This motivated the proposal of fault diagnosis based on fault directions
defined by FDA. Because FDA makes use of available information from
fault data, it has the advantage in fault diagnosis compared to PCA,
where only the information from normal data is used for model building.
Major contribution in this area are summarized below:
– A new fault diagnosis method using fault directions in Fisher dis-
criminant analysis is developed. The developed method shows supe-
rior capability for fault diagnosis to the contribution plots method
based on PCA.
– The fault direction is defined for the first time as the Fisher di-
rection which optimally discriminates fault data from normal data.
This direction best characterizes the effect of the fault relative to
the normal data and the weights in the fault direction are used to
generate the contribution plot for fault diagnosis.
– A new process monitoring method is proposed which consists of
data pre-analysis, fault visualization and fault diagnosis and the
method is illustrated using an industrial film process.
This dissertation also makes contributions to fault diagnosis of oscillating
control loops, where a curve fitting method is proposed to detect valve
stiction based on the study of the characteristics of a sticky valve:
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– The inconsistency of Horch’s first method is theoretically analyzed
for the first time and illustrated by a simulated example. A curve
fitting method for detecting valve stiction is proposed which is ap-
plicable to both self-regulating and integrating processes and its
theoretical analysis is presented. The proposed method shows supe-
rior performance to other existing methods in both simulated and
industrial examples. The proposed method is industrial-oriented
and it works fully automatically without user interactions.
• In the area of process monitoring, statistical process monitoring (SPM)
has become one of the most active research areas in the last decade.
However, the visualization of the static and dynamic behavior of large
complex processes has been difficult and largely unsolved issue and not
much effort has appeared in this area. In this dissertation, an extensive
study on visualization techniques is conducted and major contributions
are summarized below:
– Several commonly used visualization techniques, usually applied
to relatively small static systems, are evaluated in the context of
large dynamic systems. Their advantages and disadvantages are
discussed.
– Dynamic parallel coordinates (DPC) is proposed to visualize large
data sets and capture their dynamic characteristics.
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– Several factors affecting the quality of visualization are discussed
and variable grouping is introduced to reduce clutter in handling
large data sets.
– Hierarchical visualization scheme is proposed to provide a general
framework for visualization and exploration of large multivariate
data sets.
– Two approaches based on SVM, i.e., the binary-tree approach and
the cross-selection approach, are proposed for high dimension class
visualization.
6.2 Suggestions for Future Work
Future research directions which deserve further investigation are sum-
marized in this section.
• The optimization of the cross-load wafer temperature profile based on
the proposed model can be further investigated.
• The application of the proposed thermal model to control should be
investigated further.
• Kinetic modeling can be investigated and incorporated with the proposed
thermal model to predict the film thickness across the wafer load.
• The proposed thermal model is an one-dimensional model. Extension to
a 2-D model while still keeping its simple structure and light computation
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load could be a challenging and rewarding problem.
• The fault diagnosis method using pair-wise FDA proposed in this work
only points out which variables contribute to the fault. We do not know
what happened to that variable and there could be different faults to the
same variable. If the historical data for the known faults are available,
it is desirable to classify the new fault based on the known fault types.
• Robust fault diagnosis which is independent of the magnitude, time du-
ration and direction of the fault and the plant operating point deserves
further investigation. The robust fault diagnosis should be able to handle
a large number of noisy variables as well.
• It is of interest to develop new methods based on pattern classification
techniques for fault detection, fault identification and diagnosis, fault
estimation and fault reconstruction.
• The operation region classification could be another future direction.
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